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Executive Summary
With annual revenues of $2.76 billion in financial year 2018-19 1, tourism is a major contributor to South
Australia’s economy.
Employing approximately 6,500 people across 830 businesses to service an estimated 13,000 rooms,
caravan bays or camping sites, the accommodation sector provides an important enabling service for
recreational and business travel, attracting annual revenues of $654 million in financial year 2018-19 from
overnight stays. Hotels, motels or similar facilities account for the largest percentage of night stays at 70%,
followed by holiday parks, commercial camping and camping at 27% of night stays and guest houses and
bed and breakfasts 3% of night stays.
These revenues are eclipsed by travellers spend on restaurant and take away which delivered $1.22 billion
in annual economic activity in financial year 2018-19 and fuel revenues which delivered $878 million.
However, accelerated uptake of Electric Vehicles (EVs) could generate an opportunity for hotels, motels and
holiday parks to capture a share of the $878 million that is currently spent on transport fuels as a new
business revenue stream. Charging at regional accommodation sites (and in the city for regional travellers to
Adelaide) will help underpin the transition to EVs by making them as convenient to use as a current internal
combustion engine vehicles.
This study was commissioned by the Department for Energy and Mining (DEM) to improve understanding of
electricity consumption by motels and holiday parks to inform stepwise approaches to smart EV charging
service integration onto South Australia’s electricity grid, as illustrated in Figure 1. Figure 1 also identifies the
investments in equipment required due to the large increases in site electricity loads expected to be required
to service a future EV fleet.

Now-2025
Early mass market
adoption of EVs
• Integrate first smart EV chargers
within existing switchboard
capacities.
• Shape EV service expectations.
• Align services to periods of high
renewable generation or low grid
demand.
• Deliver price competitive services.
• Build understanding of client needs.
• Loyalty programs to grow customer
base and corporate linkages.

2025-2030
Mass market EV uptake
• Scale up smart EV charging
services to meet guest demand.
• Refine service design.
• Grow service provision during
periods of high renewable energy
generation or low grid demand.
• Mitigate peak electricity demand
between 4pm and 9pm.
• Positive cash flows enable onsite
electrical systems upgrades.
• Rapid highway and destination
charging services are prioritised for
drivers in transit.

2030-2035
EVs default market
choice
• Fleet largely transforms to EVs
• EV charging becomes an ongoing
customer service.
• Positive cash flow enables
accommodation providers to expand
and upgrade services to meet
market demand.
• Total EV charging infrastructure
transition costs are reduced.

Figure 1 – Indicative timeline

1

SA Tourism Commission Regional Statistics
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Motel and Holiday Park Electricity Use
Motels and holiday parks are significantly different businesses, offering distinct services and facilities. The
analysis is therefore split, where appropriate, to allow for these very different electricity use profiles.
Typically, motels are relatively small energy users. In our study group they ranged between 20 and 50
rooms. Larger motels can include onsite restaurants and other facilities. Average grid electricity usage of
about 50 MWh/year was observed.
Holiday parks in our study group had hundreds of powered and unpowered sites in addition to 40-100
cabins. These businesses have more diverse offerings including camp sites, van sites, cabins, amenity
blocks and entertainment such as a bouncing pillow and/or water play. Accordingly, grid electricity
consumption ranges from 200 MWh to over 900 MWh/year. Typically, summer occupancy is higher in the
southern regions and low in the north and the other way around during winter. Occupancy also usually
increases on Fridays (~7%) and Saturdays (~14%). These fluctuations in occupancy are risks for energy
billing as it suggests EV charging demand will be highest on weekends, one day of which (Friday) coincides
with a network peak period.
By 2030, EVs could add 118 MWh ($41,300 at 35 c/kWh) of annual grid consumption to the average
overnight accommodation site. Managed well, moving from being a small electricity customer to a large
customer with pay-per-use EV charging in place, could yield up to a 25%-30% saving on existing kWh
electricity costs for operators (i.e. 35 cents to 25 cents). However, network capacity demand charges
become more important, which strengthens the case for demand management to periods outside of the
network peak demand (5-9pm, November-March).
Importantly, the threshold for ‘small business’ tariffs is an annual volume of 160 MWh per year in South
Australia. As discussed above, the net imports of electricity from the grid can be less than 50 MWh per year
for some motels or approaching 1,000 MWh per year for larger holiday parks. Both motels and holiday parks
have experienced rising electricity consumption over time due to air conditioning and energy intensive
appliances in caravans, growing popularity of car fridges, electric camping appliances, portable devices such
as computers and power assisted e-bikes. This demand growth has been offset in some cases by installation
of solar power. Increasingly, accommodation providers are managing customer needs for EV charging.
Fuel accounts for nearly 30% of basic tourism (fuel, accommodation and restaurants including take away)
revenue in the Adelaide region, and this rises to 30-40% in regional SA. The total revenue of Adelaide,
approximately $1.6b, is significantly greater than the revenues generated by the other regions, which are all
under $400m.
That fuel represents as much revenue as accommodation is especially interesting, given the potential for
accommodation to provide fuel to PEV drivers, potentially doubling their revenue. 2 Restaurant revenue is
also a potentially addressable source of revenue where PEV drivers stop at accommodation with restaurants
to refuel at the same time.
In the near term, without coordinated approach to service provision, both motels and holiday parks are likely
to experience growing rates of unmanaged EV charging from conventional power points. As powered holiday
park sites are currently equipped with an unmetered 15Amp supply, operators may also face increasing calls
for upgrades to a 32 Amp supply to accommodate the energy intensive needs of guests, particularly as
caravan models are emerging with dual air conditioners that require two 15 Amp power supplies.

Cost Impact of Unmanaged and Unmetered Electric Use
A standard user of a motel room or holiday park cabin currently uses around 9kWh per day, generating an
electricity cost of approximately $3.15 3 for the operator. As a typical mid-sized EV today such as a Hyundai
Ioniq could require up to 38 kWh to fully change, this could materially increase electricity costs for a single
night stay to $16.45, eroding operator margins. Popular EV models by Tesla currently have batteries as large
as 100kWh.

2
3

Assuming 100% PEVs on the road, and most charging at their accommodation.
Assumes electricity tariff of $0.35 per kilowatt hour
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As EVs are released which are suitable for towing caravans and trailers, such as the Ford F150 Lightning
which will require 125 kWh ($43.75) to 170 kWh ($59.50) to fully charge, the need for user pays services will
become more compelling and urgent. As the arrival of these vehicles could occur by 2025, there is a
pressing need for the accommodation sector to develop and refine service models which could be scaled to
meet the growing needs of customers.
As SA Power Networks (SAPN) is moving all consumers to time-of-use tariffs by 2030, which will impose
higher network demand charges for electricity demand between 5pm and 9pm; operators of these overnight
accommodation sites could incur significant electricity costs should guests be allowed unrestricted access to
unmanaged charging during peak cost periods. New charging demand could potentially also overload site
electrical infrastructure.
In almost all cases there is an incentive to shift demand from peak periods to off-peak periods and there is
strong potential for this incentive to increase in the future as the grid further aligns usage with the underlying
costs at various times of the day.
Billing structures are increasingly shifting to reflect two trends in the NEM:


Lower daytime pricing when solar is at a higher capacity factor; below average pricing in windier seasons
such as Spring



Demand volatility and the challenges this creates for infrastructure; higher evening demand and lower
daytime grid demand meaning infrastructure owners will seek to incentivise smoother demand via tariffs
(i.e. penalise usage during high demand periods and/or incentivise demand during low demand periods)

The viable demand shift options for a site owner centre on cycling/pre-loading of heating/cooling appliances
and the programming of pool pumps to daytime hours (if surplus solar exists or the site is a large business
consumer) or off-peak periods.

Business Development
Motels and Holiday Parks
Electric Vehicle (EV) charging in motels and/or holiday parks could provide a compelling alternative offering
to rapid highway charging due to:


Convenience – EV owners will be able to charge their vehicle without impacting on their plans by taking
advantage of onsite charging, which is more convenient generally than stopping at a rapid charging
station



Cost – discounts to the cost of rapid charging, which is expected to be $0.80/kWh or more over the longterm, could provide an additional incentive for EV owners to charge at their accommodation



Experience – users could also make use of onsite amenities, such as motel restaurants, or local facilities
and attractions while charging.

To safeguard operator margins and meet customer requirements, user pay service models will be required to
grow the number of EV charging points available at accommodation sites. This will be necessary to protect
operators from costly or unauthorised electricity access and to provide choice and flexibility for customers.
Accommodation service providers will require support during the early stages of the EV transition to integrate
and operate profitable EV charging services within the capacity of existing onsite electricity infrastructure.
This study finds that overnight demand for EV charging services could grow from 5 sessions per night in
2025 to 14 sessions per night by 2030 for the average motel and holiday park in South Australia, increasing
peak overnight electricity demand for the average site from 153 kW to 243 kW.
To facilitate this shift, the sector could embrace third party Charging as a Service (CaaS) business models
which would coordinate EV charging service transitions for the sector, reducing current electricity costs
through revenue sharing models. Initial funding support could possibly come from either government or
governance bodies (such as ARENA) who have ambitions to support South Australia’s energy transition.
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Electricity Retailers and Energy Service Contractors
For electricity retailers and energy service contractors, EV charging service integration could present an
opportunity to productively grow total site electricity demand and strengthen commercial linkages to over 800
businesses in South Australia, and potentially thousands of businesses nationally. Through integration of
smart EV charging and load shifting there is potential that EV charging solutions could be optimised to better
align site electricity consumption with periods of low or negative wholesale prices caused by high renewable
energy generation and/or low grid demand.
This report also observes that retailer or charge point operator rewards programs which foster links between
home or workplace charging solutions and ‘away-from-home’ services could also yield stronger ties with
customers and increase customer visitation within a group of accommodation sites.

EV Charging Integration
Through smart electric vehicle (EV) charger integration, most accommodation service providers may be able
to cost effectively integrate at least four charging stations into their existing electrical systems. There is also
potential that existing electrical loads could be shifted to periods when electricity costs are lower, reducing
current operating costs in advance of demand growth for EV charging services.
The study’s key recommendations with respect to implementing best practice integration of plug-in electric
vehicles (“PEV”) into the South Australian electricity system at overnight accommodation premises include:


Installing a charging solution with smart charging capabilities delivers the most future-proof
outcome. An energy management system (EMS) that can receive and respond to signals from
Distribution Network Service Providers (DNSPs) and/or the Australian Energy Market Operator (AEMO)
will deliver the greatest benefits to all South Australian electricity customers.



Charging automation can significantly reduce peak demand and therefore costs to owners. Pilot
programs show automation capable of significantly reducing charging during the highest cost peak
periods, even allowing for guests opting out.



Whole of site integration, not just EV charging, offers the best possible bill outcomes. Sites are
charged by electricity retailers for their overall consumption, which varies over the day as well as over the
year. Whole-of-site load management will therefore deliver the overall best outcome.



Owners should develop an EV pricing model for their guests that rewards them for adopting off
peak charging practices that are economically scalable as they optimise infrastructure capacity
utilisation and do not impact on amenity. This can include competitive pricing for overnight and
daytime 'solar sponge' automated services.



Choice is an important driver of guest satisfaction and programs should therefore always offer
the option of opting out and paying the full price for charging, so long as site demand limit is not
threatened by EV charging. However, charging output will likely have to be throttled to mitigate
circumvention of controls with a portable charger where the site demand limit is threatened, impacting all
guests, and priced significantly higher than off-peak charging rates at the preferred time.



Owners should investigate the benefits of adding solar PV and storage to minimise their site
costs. Battery costs are high and uneconomic at the moment, but these costs are expected to fall
significantly over the coming years.

Although aimed at overnight accommodation in South Australia, the above recommendations are also
reflective of best practice demand response programs generally.
With time, the proving-up of economically sustainable EV charging services will sustain a business case for
onsite electrical systems to be upgraded or renewed to sustain long term service provision and business
growth.
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Smart Charging versus Time Controlled Charging
Bill Impacts

The results of modelling the annual retail electricity bill for EV charging load with an average of 4 EVs
charging per day, a typical near-term scenario for motels and holiday parks. As shown in the figure below,
the unmanaged EV charging incurred the largest bill of $6,990. Time controlled and smart charging result in
the same bill impact of $5,080, with both calculated using a ToU MD tariff.
Figure 2 – Annual EV Load Bill – 4 EVs per Day

Site EV Bill ($000's p.a.)

$8
$7

$6.99

$6
$5

$5.08

$5.08

Time Controlled

Smart

$4
$3
$2
$1
$0

Unmanaged

Source: Energeia

The largest difference in pricing between unmanaged, time controlled and smart charging is driven by the
shift in EV energy consumption from the peak period to the off-peak period. These management
mechanisms avoid the expensive peak energy and demand prices in favour of the cheaper off-peak period.
What is not taken into account here is the cost of site switchboard upgrades that will be required much
sooner under the unmanaged and time-controlled charging mechanisms. Switchboard upgrades can be
delayed significantly by the use of smart charging. Smart charging may have a slightly greater upfront cost to
implement but the modelling shows they could help avoid thousands in energy bills and site upgrade costs in
the long-run.

Peak Reduction Analysis
Analysis completed for this study found that due to prevailing arrival and departure times, accommodation
sites experience pronounced morning and evening peaks in electricity demand.
Unmanaged EV charging could also result in grid impacts on sections of South Australia’s regional electricity
network which are popular with holiday makers. For instance, the town of Robe in the state’s southeast has a
permanent population of around 1,500 people, four large holiday parks, motels and other overnight
accommodation. During holiday periods, the overnight population of Robe regularly increases to more than
15,000 during holiday periods. These impacts could be pronounced once electric towing vehicles become
widely available and popular.
What is most likely to drive costs for networks and accommodation owners alike is charging during the peak
window. An increase in peak period demand places both the main switchboard of the accommodation site
and the upstream electricity network assets at the highest risk of overload, which would require expensive
upgrades to amend. The peak charging scenario is defined as a day when all EV guests arrive between 5-7
pm. The resulting charging profile under different management strategies is shown in the figure below, on a
“peak day”, when just 4 EVs have had a long day of driving and require 64 kWh to fully charge and therefore
256 kWh to fully charge all vehicles, a likely scenario in the coming years.
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Figure 3 – Peak Day Load Profiles – 4 EVs Empty Battery Scenario

Base + Smart

Source: Energeia, Note: Base load refers to the site load before EVs

Without managing charging, this site energy demand would exceed its switchboard limit, even with just 4
EVs charging. Time controlled EV charging management alleviates some of this risk, however it does not
fully mitigate it, with charging still breaching the site constraint even when starting at 9 pm, after the network
peak window.
Modelling shows that by 2030, the average motel and holiday park’s peak demand could increase to 250320 kW, with 20-28 EVs requiring charge on a peak night.
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Figure 4 – Peak Summer Day Load Profile in 2030 - Medium (Left) and High (Right) Scenarios
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Source: Energeia, Aurecon

Smart charging is demonstrably the only solution that removes the risk of overload entirely, tapering charging
when the site demand limit is reached. While it is likely to have a slightly higher cost to implement for an
accommodation site, it will deliver the optimal solution in the long run of lowest bills and risk of power failure.

Report Conclusions
EV uptake represents a transformative moment for the automotive industry and South Australian
accommodation service providers should seek to capitalise on the associated opportunities (as well as
mitigate any threats). A managed solution will give the various stakeholders a chance to collaborate. This will
ensure that infrastructure and markets develop in a way that values and risks are shared fairly among EV
owners, charge point operators, accommodation service providers and related parties such as energy
retailers.
The desktop review and site data analysis has revealed a pronounced energy usage during peak periods.
It’s this existing peak usage that helps make EV load a real threat to these businesses. However, the
modelling in this report has revealed that time of use tariffs and smart energy management can either
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redistribute energy demand to a more efficient profile or fairly allocate energy costs to the underlying
demand source (EV owner or site owner).
1.

Business development opportunities

A coordinated approach to EV smart charging service integration could generate an opportunity for hotels,
motels and holiday parks to capture a share of the $878 million that is currently spent by tourists on transport
fuels.
For electricity retailers, EV charging service integration could present an opportunity to productively grow
total site electricity demand and strengthen customer linkages between over 800 South Australia businesses
and potentially thousands of businesses nationally.
2.

EV uptake by fleets likely to drive service demand growth

While a 20% fleet penetration isn’t expected before ~2027, in even the most aggressive scenario, 51% of
new vehicle sales are to fleets. As this sector is forecast to move early to adopt EVs, demand for charging
services could grow steadily by 2025.
3.

Individual site variance requires bespoke solutions

There is modularity in many technology options but ultimately a large user such as a ~900 MWh per year
holiday park will face different optimisation possibilities to a small user such as a less than 100 MWh per
year motel.
4.

User pays meter electricity supplies will be required to manage operational costs

To safeguard operator margins and meet customer requirements, user pay service models will be required to
grow the number of EV charging points available at accommodation sites. This will be necessary to protect
operators from costly or unauthorised electricity access and to provide choice and flexibility for customers.
5.

Time of use-based charging is required to ‘nudge’ consumers from their existing and projected behaviours

Demand for accommodation site appliances and EV charging are aligned with existing peak grid usage.
Therefore, sufficient incentives are required to manage and shift this demand into off-peak periods (or solar
sponge periods). However, there is uncertainty as to the efficacy of low/high tariffs.
6.

Load shifting

The viable demand shift options for a site owner, centre on cycling/pre-loading of heating/cooling appliances,
water heaters and the programming of pool or irrigation pumps to daytime hours or off-peak periods.
7.

Aligning Peak Demand with period of high renewable energy generation and low grid demand

Managed Demand ToU tariffs are expected to deliver the greatest peak reduction, due to the stronger price
signalling effect of its peak demand minimising structure, but this should be coupled with a time controlled or
smart charging mechanism. Energy management systems that are capable of managing EV loads within the
whole of circuit and site load, including network supply limits; and accept and implement 2030.5 protocol
directions (consistent with AS4755) are the ideal.
8.

Holiday park electrical systems face growing pressures for upgrades

Park operators are likely to face increasing calls for site upgrades of 15 Amp infrastructure to 32 Amp supply
to meet the growing energy needs of guests. Integrated solutions that dynamically balance site power and
smart EV charger demand could support efficient infrastructure upgrades.
9.

The rate of technological and market development is fast

The technology involved in demand management, EV charging and even grid stability/security is constantly
developing. Therefore, prudent monitoring of technology trends and hence viability is required to optimise
any EV charging action plan or business model.
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1

Introduction & Project Background

1.1

Introduction

The Department for Energy and Mining (DEM), as part of the Government of South Australia, is
implementing an Electric Vehicle Action Plan (EV Action Plan) for South Australia. As part of this DEM aims
to better understand the potential role of regional motels and holiday/caravan parks in South Australia (SA)’s
future plug-in electric vehicle (PEV) infrastructure. To assist with this DEM has engaged Aurecon and
Energeia for the investigation, analysis and reporting on an Electric Vehicle Grid Integration Study for South
Australian Motels and Holiday Parks.
With excitement and ambition building around electric vehicles (EVs), it is more important than ever that
investment decisions are supported by informed perspectives on customer and stakeholder perceptions,
demand growth, technology readiness, distribution models, capex and scale hurdles, risk allocations,
commercial models, and many other issues.

1.2

Study Objectives

As part of the EV Action Plan, DEM has identified four action areas and ten actions to secure private
investment in smart electric vehicle service equipment (EVSE). Regional motels and holiday / caravan parks
(overnight accommodation) have been identified as locations with potentially significant variable demand
profiles. SA Power Networks (SAPN) is moving all consumers to time-of-use tariffs; hence the operators of
these overnight accommodation sites could incur significant electricity costs should guests be allowed
unrestricted access to charging points during peak cost periods.
This study seeks to understand how the increase in EV ownership might impact overnight accommodation
operators, and what service models are available to mitigate these impacts. The study is supported by
analysis of electricity use, room occupancy rates and prevailing weather conditions at two nominated
detailed study sites, benchmarked against seven comparable locations (three motels and four holiday parks).

1.3

Scope & Approach

To gain a better understanding of energy demand for South Australian regional overnight accommodation to
inform integration of electric vechile charging services, a data collection process was executed which pulled
together meter data for 9 relevant sites, granular submeter data for 2 detailed sites, and a qualitative survey
was completed by site owners which collected perspectives on their facilities, guest behaviour and broader
service offerings.
With this background data and knowledge, the study then addressed the following main parts:
Study/Report Part

Section
Reference

Description

Literature Review & Desktop Research
Load
Characteristics

Reviewed publicly available literature for electricity use and demand profiles in
overnight accommodation.
A review of study site data load characteristics.

Future EV
Charging Demand

Analysed future EV charging demand and associated impacts on current electrical
infrastructure and site level electricity costs. This leveraged and adapted the model
previously used to develop EV charging impacts for Energeia’s previous
engagement with DEM on EV benefits to SA consumers.
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Section
Reference

Study/Report Part

Description

Best Practice
Charging
Integration

Developed a review framework and used existing materials to identify the key
jurisdictions to research as well as the key characteristics of the best practice
charging integration approaches.

2.4

Undertook desktop research to review the best practice charging integration
approaches in national and international jurisdictions agreed upon with DEM.
Highlighted the service pricing and billing models available, and provided a highlevel rationale and benefits for doing so.
Potential Threats
& Opportunities

Identified and discussed potential threats and opportunities that EVs could generate
for overnight accommodation operators, as well as the associated risk management
measures that could be deployed to limit or prevent these threats.

2.5

Electric Vehicle
Supply Equipment
(“EVSE”)
Solutions
Comparison

Prepared and compared a short list of 7kW to 11kW AC/DC EVSE solutions before
designing a comparison framework through reviewing existing materials to identify
the key comparison metrics to be applied to the analysis.

3.1

Energy
Management
Systems
Assessment

Identified other (non-EV) onsite electrical loads that could be cost effectively
managed with energy management systems required for EV charging services, such
as air conditioning and pool pump loads.

Options Analysis

Used this comparison framework to update the research base and research the key
EVSE solutions available.
3.2

Cross-checked the site data and desktop study to identify the key onsite electrical
loads that are available to be managed (and their peak consumption and demand
characteristics).
Quantified and evaluated the cost effectiveness of managing the onsite electrical
loads in terms of operational cost savings.

Smart Charging
vs. Time
Controlled
Comparison

Compared cost and operational effectiveness of smart charging solutions compared
to time controlled and uncontrolled services. The team leveraged the model from the
Future EV Charging Demand workstream to quantify the value.

3.3

Electricity Tariff
Options

Prepared two example case studies for tariff options which relied on the
development of a key-criteria framework for the evaluation of tariffs. This paid
particular attention to the economic goals of productive, allocative and dynamic
efficiency but also reviewed whether the tariff is marketable and implementable.

3.4
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2

Literature review and desktop research

2.1

Accommodation Sector Characteristics

With annual revenues of $2.76 billion in financial year 2018-19 4, tourism is a major contributor to South
Australia’s economy. There are an estimated 13,000 rooms 5, caravan bays or camping sites in South
Australia and the accommodation sector provides an important enabling service for recreational and
business travel, attracting annual revenues of $654 million4 in 2018-19 from overnight stays. These revenues
are eclipsed by takeaway and restaurant meals which deliver $1.22 billion and fuel revenues which deliver
$878 million in annual economic activity4.

2.1.1

SA’s Overnight Accommodation Charging Strategy

SA Electric Vehicle Action Plan is geared to embrace smart charging of EV’s during periods of high
renewable energy generation and/or low grid demand to reduce electricity costs for all customers and
support the achievement of the government’s CO2 reduction targets by making renewable energy fuelled
PEV’s mainstream. This will in turn require addressing the key barriers to PEV adoption facing SA drivers.
Recent surveys in the US consistently found price, charging infrastructure and range as the top three barriers
to PEV adoption, as shown in Figure 4. These contemporary overseas studies are reflective of similar
Australian studies by RAA and the EV Council.
Figure 5 – Survey Results of ‘Main Barrier’ to Higher Adoption PEVs

Source: Citi Group (2021), Electric Vehicle Transition

Mainstream drivers want to be able to drive anywhere they can in a petrol fuelled vehicle, and not worry
about being able to refuel on longer trips. Using a PEV to drive anywhere in SA that a petrol vehicle can
travel and being able to refuel on longer trips will require charging solutions across the state’s extensive road
network, which is shown in Figure 5.

Tourism Research Australia, Regional Tourism Satellite Account. Available from https://www.tra.gov.au/economicanalysis/economic-value/regional-tourism-satellite-account/regional-tourism-satellite-account.
5
Australian Accommodation Monitor 2019-2020 Report, STR. Available from https://str.com/whitepaper/australian-accommodationmonitor-summary-financial-year-performance-2019-2020.
4
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Figure 6 – South Australia’s Road Network

Source: Government of South Australia (Undated)

SA’s EV Charging Network Plan, shown in Figure 6, already includes proposed sites for new PEV DC Fast
Charging (DCFC) charging stations along major highways and within key tourism regions to enable PEV
travel between regions. However, this will address only a fraction of total vehicle trips across SA and only on
the largest highways. Ultimately a truly comprehensive SA public charging network will be required to truly
offer parity to petrol vehicles in terms of reach and range.
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Figure 7 – South Australia’s Charging Network

Source: SA Department of Energy and Mining (2021)
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Maps of current charging station locations and regional hotel, motel and caravan park locations are shown in
Figure 7. The comparison shows overnight accommodation is distributed across most of the major driving
routes in SA to support regional tourism making them a key focus of SA government’s regional charging
network strategy.
Figure 8 – PEV Public Charging Locations (left) and Hotel, Motel and Caravan Park Locations (right)

Source: Electric Vehicle Council (Undated), Google Maps

Development of the above network of overnight accommodation would therefore provide an extensive public
charging network that could enable PEVs access across SA, particularly across the tourism rich areas. The
key question is what the economics of PEV charging would be for overnight accommodation operators and
for PEV drivers.

2.1.2

Overnight Accommodation Businesses, Customers and Drivers

Overnight accommodation is a major contributor to the SA economy, earning $654m in revenues across 830
businesses with 6,500 employees in 2019. Much of the sector is based in regional areas and provides much
needed jobs and economic development opportunities. This section characterises the SA accommodation
sector, and the potential impacts of providing PEV public charging services.
Data from Tourism Australia shows hotels, motels and similar premises hosting about 70% of total
customers, camping and caravan parks and commercial camping sites serving around 27% of total
customers, and guest houses and bed and breakfasts serving around 3% of total customers, as illustrated in
Figure 8.
Figure 9 – 2019 South Australia Overnight Customers by Accommodation Type

Source: Australian Government, Tourism Research (2019)

Figure 9 shows SA’s tourism revenue categorised into fuel (petrol and diesel), restaurants and
accommodation by region. Fuel accounts for nearly 30% of revenue in the Adelaide region, and this rises to
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30-40% in regional SA. The total revenue of Adelaide, approximately $1.6b, is significantly greater than the
revenues generated by the other regions, which are all under $400m.
That fuel represents as much revenue as accommodation is especially interesting, given the potential for
accommodation to provide fuel to PEV drivers, potentially doubling their revenue. 6 Restaurant revenue is
also a potentially addressable source of revenue where PEV drivers stop at accommodation with restaurants
to refuel at the same time.
Figure 10 – South Australia Tourism Revenue

Source: Australian Government Tourism Research (2019) 7

Figure 10 reports on the number of tourism businesses in SA by size. Non-employing businesses (i.e. those
businesses consisting of the sole operator only) comprise the largest volume of tourism businesses with
micro-sized businesses making up the next greatest volume and medium-sized businesses representing the
smallest volume.
Figure 11 – South Australian Accommodation Businesses by Size

Source: Australian Government Tourism Research (2020)

The average length of stay by accommodation type is shown in Figure 11. Visitors staying in guest houses or
bed and breakfasts and caravan/commercial camping locations stay for 4.4 nights on average, while guests
staying in hotels, motels or similar premises exhibit around 50% shorter stays with an average of 2.4 nights.

6
7

Assuming 100% PEVs on the road, and most charging at their accommodation.
State Tourism Satellite Account Data is available from https://www.tra.gov.au/Data-and-Research/publications.
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Figure 12 – South Australia Stay by Accommodation Type

Source: Australian Government Tourism Research (2020)

Customer expenditure per night by category and region are shown in Figure 12. In each region, restaurants
generate the most revenue per visitor per night totalling $41, followed by fuel at $31, then accommodation at
$18 8. Fuel spend varies between $20-$50 per person per night depending on the region, with visitors to
regional areas generally spending more on fuel per person. As mentioned previously, accommodation with
restaurants may be able to increase revenues from day trippers with a PEV by installing a PEV charging
station.
EV charging services at accommodation could increase the proportion of fuel expenditure that occurs in
regional areas as continuous refuelling throughout the trip could partially displace refuelling that is currently
deferred until the driver returns to the metropolitan area.
Figure 13 – Average Expenditure per Visitor Night

Source: Australian Government Tourism Research (2020), South Australian Tourism Commission (2019)

Occupancy rates are a key indicator of potential future PEV charging station demand. Occupancy levels
across tourist regions of SA, which are shown in Figure 14, are around 35% to 75%. The count of total rooms
is representative of the total number of potential PEVs. The count of total rooms is highest for Adelaide at
around 7,200, which is more than all the other tourist regions combined.

8

Includes free accommodation such as staying at friend’s or relative’s property, as well as paid accommodation
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Figure 14 – Average Occupancy by Region

Source: Australian Government Tourism Research (2015)

Understanding a region’s daily charging need is key to developing appropriate PEV infrastructure and an
understanding of its impact on both the driver and operator. Estimated daily kWh requirements by region are
shown in Figure 15. Most regions have a daily requirement of around 25 kWh with Adelaide Hills, Barossa
and the Fleurieu Peninsula as high outliers and Adelaide as a low outlier.

Daily Charging Need (kWh)

Figure 15 – Estimated Daily kWhs of Charging Demand per Visitor Night

60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Source: Australian Government Tourism Research (2019), South Australian Tourism Commission (2019) and Energeia
Analysis

The distribution of times customers arrive and depart overnight accommodation is key to determining when
peaks in PEV charging station demand will occur and the magnitude of the peaks as visitors are likely to plug
in a PEV upon arrival. Figure 16 depicts counts of check-in and check-out times over a 24-hour period 9 From
2 PM – 5 PM, there appears to be a relatively constant distribution of arrivals with a step change at 6 PM,
suggesting that without controls PEV charging demand will peak in the evening around 6 PM.
.

This is based on overseas data as no domestic source of data was identified for this study. However, US data provides a relevant
perspective due to similar levels of wealth and cultural similarities.

9
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Figure 16 – Average Hotel Arrival (left) and Departure Times (right)
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Source: Carnegie Mellon University (2018)

2.2

Current Site Electricity Consumption

The literature review, see Appendix 1, offered some meaningful conclusions about general site electricity
consumption but there are some differences in South Australian sites. This section focuses on South
Australian motel and holiday park electricity consumption.
Site Data:

Aurecon examined data from a series of submeters at two accommodation sites (one holiday park and one
motel). This provided a more granular view of energy demand and helped to establish what appliances or
behaviour is contributing to the overall load profile (and hence energy billing). This section will review the
typical appliances found at these facilities, their relative significance, the intraday shape and a broader
comparison with the key conclusions from the literature review above. The reader should note that the site
data has been anonymised to protect commercial sensitivity. Each submeter was installed for an observation
period of at least several weeks over Summer. Many of the submeters were also left in place for multiple
months, which helped to validate the seasonal patterns of energy usage that were identified for the overall
site meter data. Most of the facilities in the following chart will only be found in holiday parks (not motels) but
the relative usage applies to both facility types (i.e. a holiday park cabin has reasonably similar consumption
patterns to a motel room).
Figure 17 – Relative demand pattern of facility submeters | unitised basis, Summer period
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The most significant source of energy consumption is space heating/cooling which occurs in cabins and
motel rooms as well as common area buildings. We know from the literature that lighting is a similar energy
demand to heating/cooling and is a major demand driver during the evening (due to a combination of outside
darkness and higher propensity for guests to be in/at their overnight accommodation). As will be discussed in
more detail in section 3.2, there is an important regional dynamic for climate control as northern/central
South Australian sites require a significantly large cooling load whereas southern sites have a longer and
more pronounced winter heating period.
For the detailed sites shown above, there are large loads associated with common areas but it can easily be
seen that once a dozen or so cabins are occupied, these loads are surpassed by the climate control, lighting
and appliance load of the cabin/motel rooms. Some key observations that will be considered in the following
sections:


Demand from the cabins/rooms has a bimodal distribution: a pronounced peak in the evening and a
smaller peak in the morning.



Amenities also contribute to the bimodal shape of the site.



Daytime cabin demand is reasonably high and suggests moderate usage of rooms during the day and/or
cycling of climate control in daytime hours. There is some evidence of earlier peaks within cabins
suggesting that climate appliances can be cycled during the day and managed to reduce peak evening
load.



Common areas for meals and leisure have a sharp evening peak but won’t amount to more than the
combined peak of 3-4 cabins.



Some loads such as pool pumps are cycled evenly around the clock and have relatively flat demand.
Loads like these may be able to be switched off for a handful of hours during evening peaks.



Some shared facilities such as laundries and games rooms showed higher daytime demand which aligns
well with the solar sponge period (coinciding with periods of higher PV output)
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Figure 18 – Intraday demand pattern of facility submeters | Each hour’s contribution to appliance demand,
percentage of day basis, Summer period
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The following table assesses some of the key findings of the submeter data observations:
Category

South Australian site study data

Bimodal load
distribution

The submeter data show morning and evening peaks (bimodal distribution) and we can see this is
primarily driven by cabin/room climate control and lighting.

Seasonal shape:

South Australia’s climate means both winter and summer peaks are also observed (refer section 3.2
for detailed analysis of this). In fact, southern regions have a larger winter peak than summer peak.

Check-in behaviour

From motel survey data that check-in for these sites is usually 2pm-5pm and peaks earlier than
6pm. Potentially, Friday night will have later check-ins due to guests leaving Adelaide after work, but
overall earlier check-ins are reported.

Appliance
contribution

The most significant loads are cooling, heating and lighting. Note heating will not be as significant a
contributor for Northern regions of South Australia.

Consumption

Motels are typically small energy users (averaging around MWh/year) and holiday parks are large
energy users (ranging from 200 MWh to over 900 MWh/year).

South Australian sites observed for this study exhibit major differences due to the regional variation and
guest behaviour. Different parts of the study are impacted by this variance (such as demand management
opportunities and tariff design). For instance, implementation of charging services can be coordinated but
sites will have to be optimised individually, to take into account different facilities, accommodation types and
seasonal guest behaviour.
In summary South Australian overnight accomodation sites were observed to have the following energyrelevant characteristics which helps explain any variances from established literature.


Climate
− Variety of climates ranging from semi-arid northern towns with a prominent summer to green pastoral
valleys and the Southern regions (Fleurieu and Limestone Coast) which have significant winter heating
activity.



Occupancy & capacity
− Occupancy rates that are influenced by holiday periods and season.
− The daily capacity of locations ranges from several dozen bookings to several hundred bookings.
− Occupancy rates typically fluctuate from around 20% to over 90% but the median occupancy for the
sample period identified by Aurecon was 41%.



Service offering & facilities
− Motels and caravan parks with individual rooms/cabins and shared spaces. Electrical load will typically
come from;





amenities (toilet and shower blocks, laundry)



restaurant, bar and kitchen areas



common rooms and entertainment sites such as game rooms, tennis courts



a variety of overnight accommodation options such as motel rooms, cabins and powered camping/
caravan sites

Rooftop PV
− Most accommodation sites studied had installed rooftop solar PV systems.
− Almost all of these sites are therefore a net exporter into the grid at some stage during the year, which
is an important consideration for demand shifting opportunities.
− Some sites have large systems relative to their underlying demand; on most days they are a net
exporter into the grid for at least several hours.
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2.3

Future EV charging demand

This section reports on the results of the team’s development of hourly charging loads for guests charging at
overnight accommodation in South Australia. These charging loads were applied to a sample of actual hourly
electricity load profiles from overnight accommodation sites in South Australia to determine the potential
impact of EV charging demand on the South Australian electricity network and the site’s energy bills.
The site level analysis was then scaled over time using scenarios of potential EV uptake that assumed South
Australia adopted a suite of EV polices and targets that mirrored leading EV jurisdictions in Europe. The
results of this scenario-based analysis of the potential impact of EV charging on overnight accommodation
site electricity bills and South Australian electricity network costs over time are reported below.

2.3.1

Charging Patterns

Hourly EV charging profiles were developed based on;


reported check-in time data provided by a sample of overnight accommodation sites,



average daily driving reported by overnight accommodation guests,



average EV and charging efficiency,



the assumed tariff, and



typical behavioural responses to price signals.

EV driving guests were estimated to require 24.8 kWh to fully recharge their EV per day, based on EV and
charger efficiency and average daily kilometres driven by the average 10 SA tourist.
The potential network tariffs applying to overnight accommodation businesses is taken from SA Power
Network’s network price list. Expected charging patterns were modelled for businesses on the now closed
Single Rate, the Time-of-Use (ToU) rate, and the ToU + Maximum Demand (MD) rate.
Three unique EV charging load profiles were developed to reflect the three key potential charging profiles
expected to be of relevance to overnight accommodation sites and the South Australian electricity system:


Unmanaged (Flat Tariff) – This profile assumes EV driver’s plug-in when they arrive at the overnight
accommodation, and that the charging occurs without delay due to the lack of price signals under a flat,
anytime kWh-based tariff. The resulting charging profile is based on the distribution of arrival times as
shown in Figure 16 of section 2.1.2.



Managed (ToU Tariff) – This profile assumes EV charging is influenced by the ToU tariff, reducing
charging demand in the peak period, and increasing it in the off-peak period 11.The assumed response is
due to the site using a charging management system.



Managed (ToU MD Tariff) – This profile builds on the ToU profile by adding in the Maximum Demand
(MD) charging factor, which applies from November to March, from 5pm to 9pm. The charging profile
under this scenario not only shifts energy from the peak to the off-peak period, but also charges in a way
to minimise its maximum demand.

The average day charging demand profile is shown on a per vehicle basis for the three profiles described
above in Figure 18.

10
Estimated based on the fuel spending data of tourists by each SA region, weighted to the average number of visitors by region per
year, using ABS average fuel consumption of 11 L/100km for passenger vehicles
11
The magnitude of the shift from peak to off-peak is based on reported price ‘elasticity’ of demand. In practical terms, this means that
for every percentage increase in the difference between peak and off-peak prices, EV charging demand reduces by 0.2% in the peak
period into the off-peak period.
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Figure 19 – Average Summer Day EV Charging Load Profile
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Source: Energeia, Note: Red dashed lines indicate SA peak period of 5pm-9pm

What is most likely to drive costs for networks and accommodation owners alike is charging during the peak
window. Additional peak demand places both the main switchboard of the accommodation site and the
upstream electricity network assets at the highest risk of overload, which would require expensive upgrades
to amend. The peak charging scenario is defined as a day when all guests arrive between 5-7 pm. The
resulting charging profile under each tariff is shown in Figure 19.
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Figure 20 – Peak Summer Day EV Charging Load Profile

Managed - ToU MD

The modelling shows that ToU based price signals are expected to dampen the impact of EV charging at
overnight accommodation sites on South Australia’s electricity network’s peak demand (5pm-9pm). However,
the MD ToU tariff is expected to deliver the greatest peak reduction, due to the stronger price signalling
effect of its peak demand minimising structure. However, without controlled or smart charging, the modelling
shows 5-7 kW of demand per electric vehicle would be added during the network peak window.
It is worth noting the expected impact of time-based electricity prices on off-peak demand, particularly at the
start of the evening off-peak period, is a significant demand spike as all managed EV charging turns on at
the same time. This behaviour is driven by the objective of ensuring the vehicle is fully charged as quickly as
possible and available for use.
Options for using PV and battery storage (including vehicle to grid) are further explored in Appendix 2.

2.3.2

Uptake Scenario Design

The following passenger EV adoption scenarios for South Australia were agreed with the South Australian
Department of Energy and Mining (DEM), and are based on the overseas jurisdictions listed in Table 2-A. 12

12

Forecast passenger vehicles (not freight or light commercial vehicles) were in scope for this project.
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EV uptake levels in South Australia by year under each scenario were set based on the population weighted
level of EV adoption targeted by leading international EV jurisdictions of Norway (high uptake), Netherlands
(low uptake) and the United Kingdom’s (medium uptake), or the baseline case of no policy action. Each
jurisdiction’s target was mapped to an equivalent SA target in 2030 (excluding the “UK” scenario) given
differences in the starting year of the overseas policy and driving populations.
Table 2-A – Scenario Design Matrix
Scenario Name

EV Policy Jurisdiction

Scenario/Policy
Description

South Australian
Equivalence

“Very Low”

Australia

No EV targets

CEFC No Action Scenario
EV Uptake

“Low”

Netherlands

1 million EVs on the
road by 2025

Relative SA equivalent EVs
on the road by 2030

“Medium”

United Kingdom

100% plug-in capable
vehicle sales by 2035

100% plug-in capable
vehicle sales by 2035

“High”

Norway

100% zero emission
vehicle sales by 2025

100% zero emission
vehicle sales by 2030

Source: Energeia

Applying the above scenario assumptions results in the South Australian EV fleet penetration range shown in
Figure 20.

% of SA Passenger Vehicle
Fleet

Figure 21 – EV % of SA Passenger Vehicle Fleet by Scenario
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The above scenarios equate to 6-43% of the total passenger vehicle fleet being electrified by 2031.

2.3.3

Overnight Accommodation Sector Impacts

Overall overnight accommodation sector impacts from EV charging were estimated based on guest stay and
transport mode data from Tourism Research Australia, which was reported previously in section 2.1, at an
assumed 2% annual growth rate. The fleet penetration percentages were then applied to the estimated count
of rooms at motels and holiday parks in SA to estimate by year and scenario the maximum number of EV
drivers staying at the accommodation in any given year as shown in Figure 21, assuming all guests drive to a
motel or holiday park.
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Figure 22 – Maximum Aggregate EV-Driving Guests per Night in SA Accommodation by Scenario
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Source: Tourism Research Australia (2016), Energeia, Note: Data labels denote number of EVs charging per site on
peak night

The assumed number of overnight accommodation sites on a given electricity tariff over time is reported in
Figure 22. These estimates are based on current state and Federal policies with respect to smart meters and
reported tariff assignment policies of SA Power Networks.
Sector level modelling therefore reflects 100% smart meter installations by 2030, with 80% of sites on SA
Power Network’s ToU tariff and 20% of sites on their ToU MD tariff.

Tariff Assignment Dist. (%)

Figure 23 – Tariff Assignment by Meter
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Further discussion on trends and impacts from energy consumption, tariffs and network-driven consumer net
benefits can be found in Appendix 3.

2.3.4

Site-Level Impacts

Site level impacts over time were modelled using the uptake scenarios. As more EVs are adopted, more
guests are likely to have them, and there will be more of them needing to charge at their overnight
accommodation. As the number of EVs increase at overnight accommodation sites, they will form a larger
proportion of the overall electricity consumption, peak demand and electricity bills.
This study finds that overnight demand for EV charging services could grow from 5 sessions per night in
2025 to 14 sessions per night by 2030 for the average motel and holiday park in South Australia, increasing
peak overnight electricity demand for the average site from 153 kW to 243 kW.
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By 2030 modelling shows that EVs could add up to an additional 118 MWh of annual grid consumption to the
average 13 overnight accommodation site by 2030 in the Medium EV uptake scenario. The modelled average
daily load profile for the average accommodation site is shown below for the Medium and High EV uptake
scenarios in 2030.
The modelling shows that EV charging could impact the site’s load shape significantly by 2030. Even with
ToU MD managed charging, the modelling shows that if a peak-event of all EV guests arriving at 5-7pm were
to occur, peak demand would increase by a factor of 3-4x, with 20-28 EVs requiring charge on the peak
night, as shown in Figure 21. As highlighted in Figure 23 and Figure 24 below, regardless of when this event
occurs, the impact on the site’s electricity demand and the local grid would be dramatic.
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Figure 24 – Average Day Load Profile w/ Peak Event Charging in 2030 - Medium (Left) and High (Right) Scenarios
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Figure 25 – Peak Summer Day Load Profile in 2030 - Medium (Left) and High (Right) Scenarios
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Based on the results of modelling completed for this report and reported above, it is important that overnight
accommodation providers implement smart charging capabilities and/or programs with third parties to ensure
that guest EV charging is optimised without impacting on their overall amenity or satisfaction. Failure to do so
is expected to lead to significant investment costs to the electricity network, which will ultimately be paid for
by all electricity consumers in South Australia, and the accommodation site itself, at the expense of the
owner.
Due to the more cost reflective nature of the ToU and ToU MD tariffs, it will be in the interest of overnight
accommodation operators to ensure that EV charging at their location is managed. Figure 25 models the
increase to an average overnight accommodation site electricity bill over time by charging profile and uptake

13

The average accommodation site was assumed to have 120 rooms, based on a sample of SA accommodation sites gathered
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scenario. Under the medium uptake scenario, EV charging costs are forecast to be $38,000/year by 2030
compared to the current site bill, or $70,000/year in the high uptake scenario with unmanaged charging.

Additional Electricity Bill Cost
per SIte $000's/year)

Figure 26 – Average Electricity Bill Increase by Year
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2.4

Best practice charging integration

PEV charging could have a material impact on the peak demand of an accommodation operator’s premise,
significantly increasing electricity costs. This peak demand could also drive significant increases in South
Australia Power Networks’ investment costs to meet higher peak demand in local distribution system
infrastructure.
The potential for PEVs to increase customer bills and utility grid costs have been a key focus of PEV
integration and management programs in Australia and internationally. However, no programs or trials
specifically related to PEV charging for overnight accommodation guests has been identified. Nevertheless,
the methods and lessons from PEV charging integration strategies in general are still applicable. This section
summarises the findings of a desktop review of best practice PEV charging integration.

2.4.1

Best Practice Pricing

In 2013, Australian-based Kmac Powerheads found that accommodation sites who charged customers for
their electricity usage saw their average electricity costs fall by 60%. 14 This provides evidence that guests
are likely to respond to price incentives when charging their EV.
Figure 26 summarises results from an Energeia 2019 review of international best practice PEV integration,
which found that none of the leading overseas jurisdictions have included controlled load in their
commercially offered PEV services. Jurisdictions in green were assessed as reflecting industry best practice.
The study did find, however, that PEV grid integration was largely in the pilot and trial stage.

Kmac Powerheads, ‘Why ‘User Pay’ Power Is The Fairer-For-Everyone Future For Caravan And Holiday Parks’, Accessed June 2021,
https://www.kmacpowerheads.com/latest-news/why-user-pay-power-is-the-fairer-for-everyone-future-for-caravan-and-holidayparks/
14
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Figure 27 – International Best Practice Tariff and Non-Tariff Incentives (2019)
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Source: Energeia Research. Note: 1. EV Incentives are comparing the EV Charging tariffs to the ToU tariff (if
unavailable, then the IBT/Flat tariff); 2. Whether there is a discount to the energy rates; 3. Whether the tariff includes a
direct load control; 4. Whether there are changes to the structure of the tariff; 5. SDG&E’s EV Charging Tariff is only
available through an ongoing pilot and is not an implemented tariff. IBT = Inclining-Block Tariff, ToU = Time-of-Use

This study reviewed the international state of the art in PEV charging integration and commercial load
management using tariffs and technology, the results of which are summarised in Appendix 4. The focus of
the remainder of this section is in summarising the best practices identified via our review of the 11
Australian and 6 overseas pilots and trials of grid integration tariffs and technologies.

2.4.2

Best Practice Incentives

A key finding from the research is that organisations typically offer incentives to encourage participation in
grid impact minimising programs. Figure 27 shows a count by incentive type for PEV and commercial and
industrial (C&I) Demand Response (DR) programs. The incentives can be categorised as:


Monetary – The most common type of incentive is financial where participants are given a one-time signup reward and then smaller amounts depending on the number of events they participate in or the
amount of energy usage they reduce during events.



Material – Non-financial incentives that are not free charging are the next most common incentive across
PEV and demand response (DR) programs, and examples of material incentives found include movie
tickets and a potential weekend getaway.



Access to charging – Reduced or free charging cost is the most common type of incentive for PEV
programs. This is similar to providing free online content in exchange for receiving advertising. Here, the
driver receives free fuel in exchange for the potential to manage load.

As none of the pilots or trials identified have become commercial offerings, it is not certain whether any of
them are financially viable and it should be noted all these incentive trials are voluntary.
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Figure 28 – PEV and DR Program Count of Incentive Types

Source: Energeia Research

Figure 28 quantifies the incentives reported above. Customers enrolled in programs with monetary incentives
are estimated to receive the biggest rewards of $808 per year for PEV programs and approximately $653 for
C&I DR programs. A PEV program participant using a free charger could save up to $647 per annum.

Estimated Incentive Cost
($/Customer Year)

Figure 29 – PEV and DR Programs Incentive Levels
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Key Australian examples include:


An Australian pilot initiated by Zen Ecosystems, a technology retailer, offered customers the lowest value
incentive of two movie tickets per DR event, equating to $58 per annum based on the average price of a
movie ticket.



A residential PEV DR pilot program supported by AGL offered participating members a $50 one-off
reward for signing up, then provided $2 per kWh reduced from baseline, which allowed the average
customer to earn $75 per annum.

It is too early to say with confidence what the best practice approach to incentives are as definitive data on
enrolment, opt-out rates and cost per kW reduced are not yet available.

2.4.3

Best Practice Technologies

A wide range of technologies that are classified as manual, automated or artificial intelligence were
evaluated across the reviewed programs, with the counts by key technology displayed in Figure 29. The
specific technologies include ToU tariffs, DR software, smart charging, smart appliances, vehicle-to-grid
(V2G) and virtual power plants (VPP).


Manual – ToU tariffs are classified as manual technology, as the driver has to manage the charging
schedule, even if they use a scheduling service.
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Automated – DR software, smart charging, smart appliances, virtual power plants (VPP) and Vehicle-togrid (V2G) are classified as automated technologies.



Artificial Intelligence (AI)– Automated technology that relied on artificial intelligence algorithms were
distinguished from other automated approaches.

The study found automated grid impact minimising technology was the most common approach, while only
one DR program tested AI technology.

Count of Key Technologies

Figure 30 – PEV and DR Programs Count of Key Technologies
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Key Australian examples include:


An Australian pilot initiated by Zen Ecosystems, a technology retailer, installed DR hardware, then used a
cloud software solution, ZenHQ, to deliver DR signals manually or automatically. ZenHQ is advertised as
a simple solution with a user-friendly interface that allows for easy control.



Enel X also supported a DR program that combined both hardware and software to achieve load
reduction. Enel X’s technology enabled real-time utility meter data and monitoring of customer
performance.

2.4.4

Best Practice Integration Impacts

Peak demand reduction results from the PEV and non-PEV DR programs are reported in kW contributed to
the grid per charging station per event for the EV programs and MW contributed to the grid per event for
commercial and industrial (C&I) DR programs.
Capacity added per DR event per charging station ranged from 0.1 kW to 3.6 kW for the PEV programs.
Factors driving this wide range include variation in the length of the event and the degree of opt-out. Most
PEV DR events were around two hours long, but there are both high and low outliers. Additionally, some
programs allowed slower PEV charging while other programs did not permit any charging during a DR event.
Added grid capacity from C&I DR programs are much greater than from the PEV programs, ranging from 0.5
to 1.2 MW per participant. Larger C&I loads are likely the cause of the significantly greater DR levels
compared to those of PEV DR programs, which involve much smaller loads per enrolled customer.
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Figure 31 – PEV DR and End Use DR Programs Capacity Impacts

Source: Energeia Research, Note: The size of the chargers used in the program is unconfirmed.

Figure 31 reports the effect of PEV programs on peak energy consumption by program type and shows ToU
tariffs have reduced energy consumption by around 37% on average during peak periods. The automated
DR program exhibits a greater peak energy consumption reduction of 49%, demonstrating the additional
impact of technology on program impact.
Figure 32 – PEV Program Peak Energy Consumption Impacts
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The cost per kW reduced per charger by incentive type is reported in Figure 32. The costs of monetary
incentives and access to chargers are very consistent at $13 and $14, respectively. Material incentive cost is
very low comparatively at $0.19. Consistency between the costs of monetary and access to charger
incentives suggests those values are more accurate for predicting the cost per kW reduced per charger.
Figure 33 – Incentive Cost by Technology Type
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The study identified a key driver of program impact is the level of participant opt-out. The figure below reports
a range of opt-out rates from 0% to 61%. Automated DR programs were found to exhibit a wide range of optout rates across events, reportedly due to:


the level of disruption to normal routines, and/or



not allowing participants to opt-out of specific events without dropping out of the program entirely.

Figure 34 – PEV Program Opt-Out Rates
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Key Australian experiences include:


Enel X’s pilot discusses several customer statements advising that the Christmas and Easter holiday
periods as impacting DR event participation.



Participants from the AGL Demand Response trial, with zero opt-outs to date, said the ability to opt-out of
an individual event at any time is a key requirement as it provides them with comfort knowing their
charging requirements will be met on occasions when their charging patterns vary from normal.

It should be noted that while freedom of choice is a key concern for consumers, the alternative of charging
during peak hours should pass through any associated cost to the EV driver, to provide an appropriate
deterrent to this behaviour and to help prevent the risk of local outages. Time controlled and smart charging
technology can also assist with this issue, as discussed in section 3.3.

2.4.5

Key Recommendations

Based on the findings reported in the previous sections, the study’s key recommendations with respect to
implementing best practice PEV grid integration at South Australian overnight accommodation premises
include:


Charging automation can significantly reduce peak demand and therefore costs to owners. Pilot
programs show automation capable of significantly reducing charging during the highest cost peak
periods, even allowing for guests opting out.



Whole-of-site integration, not just EV charging, offers the best possible bill outcomes. Sites are
charged by electricity retailers for their overall consumption, which varies over the day as well as over the
year. Whole-of-site load management will therefore deliver the overall best outcome.



Owners should develop an EV pricing model for their guests rewards them for adopting in off
peak charging practices that are economically scalable as they optimize infrastructure capacity
utilisation and do not impact on amenity. This can include competitive pricing for overnight and
daytime 'solar sponge' automated services.



Choice is an important driver of guest satisfaction and programs should therefore always offer the
option of opting out and paying the full price for charging, so long as site demand limit is not
threatened by EV charging. However, charging output will likely have to be throttled to mitigate
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circumvention of controls with a portable charger where the site demand limit is threatened, impacting all
guests, and priced significantly higher than off-peak charging rates at the preferred time.


Owners should investigate the benefits of adding solar PV and storage to minimise their site
costs. In the future as costs decline, on-site battery storage may be able to reduce operational costs
further.

Although aimed at overnight accommodation in South Australia, the above recommendations are also
reflective of best practice demand response programs generally.

2.5

Potential threats and opportunities

Building on the studies above, this section identifies the key risks and opportunities presented by overnight
EV charging for accommodation operators. These have been grouped into five categories:
1. Implementation and operation: Considerations regarding physical infrastructure constraints,
maintenance, and technical performance of EVSEs
2. Commercial: revenue opportunities as well as cost drivers and trends (across CAPEX and OPEX)
3. Social and community
4. Environment
5. Policy
Where relevant, additional examples and case studies are drawn upon to recommend and rank the key risk
management measures and procedures accommodation operators can use to limit the potential threats, as
well as highlighting the key benefits and costs associated with each approach.
Risk mitigation and opportunity realisation strategies are ranked based on a standard risk assessment matrix
available within the report in Appendix 5.

2.5.1

Opportunities

EVSE integration presents economic and social opportunities for the business and wider community.
Developing mutually beneficial partnerships with the tourism and players in EV industry as well as local
businesses, to promote EV uptake in Australia will drive economic growth and increase the quality of
amenities in rural communities. Operators can also explore alternative revenue stream to maximise the
economics of facilitating EVSEs on site. Realising these opportunities will require research and networks,
however these relationships and commercial strategies are becoming increasingly apparent as interest in
EVs grow.
Table 2-B outlines in detail the opportunities available to operators and their corresponding actions required
to capture the opportunities.

Economics / Commercial /
Costs

Table 2-B – Opportunities of EVSE integration for overnight accommodation operators

Market Capture

Description

Actions required to capture opportunity

EV charging stations will attract and
retain the growing number of customers
who drive EVs. Having charging stations
will prevent range anxiety by providing
the means for EV drivers to recharge
when travelling long distances. Thus,
capturing a market the rural community
would not be able to cater for otherwise.

Accommodation operators and owners can
build a relationship with EV drivers via
strategic loyalty programs with electrical
retailers and charge point operators that
build an EV community by offering
members access to charging stations
across the country. By being a part of a
charging network, EV drivers will be aware
of the accommodation’s charging amenities
and special offers that encourage return
business.
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Partnerships

Description

Actions required to capture opportunity

Partnerships with EV manufacturers,
charging networks, electricity retailers,
accommodation chains and tourist
attractions can distribute the capital and
improve economies of scale for operating
costs of the EV infrastructure.

Partnering with hospitality chains to mass
purchase EV charging stations can reduce
the cost of procurement. In addition,
motels/parks chains that have networks
across Australia can offer group discounts
and membership programs that cross-sell
to their interstate motels.
The operator can develop relationships
with car clubs, and EV manufacturers, and
destinations. 15 Together, they can offer
daytrip/day pass services where people
visit regional SA for the day. Visitors can
charge their EVs before driving home.

Commercial models

Innovative commercial models can be
implemented to manage loads to
encourage users to charge their vehicles
at specific times when grid demand is
low, and renewable generation is high.

Financial incentives, such as time of use
service pricing, can be implemented to
encourage them to charge during off peak
hours or at times when renewable
penetration is high.

Revenue

There is a range of energy initiatives
available to generate additional revenue
streams by providing charging as a
service. Different business models can
be adopted depending on the operator’s
objectives – i.e. total cost recovery, profit
making, etc. Additional revenue
generation from indirect sources include
advertisements and concessions.

Operators and owners should consider
which business model would be most
effective for the type of visiting driver, the
location and the type of business. Profit
making model may be suitable for
businesses whose customers have limited
choice on where they can charge and
require rapid charging.

Providing EV charging to customers will
improve the level of service and
amenities of the accommodation and
build customer rapport.

Overnight accommodation can be
enhanced by providing reliable EV
charging. Coupled with good customer
service, the business can retain and attract
travelling EV drivers to stay the night.

EV charging stations in regional
communities will enable drivers to travel
longer distances with less range anxiety.
Drivers who stop to charge their vehicles
will bring tourism and enhance the local
economy. Due to the charging times,
case studies have shown visitors’ dwell
times increase by 50%. 16

The accommodation operator can start by
identify local attractions around the
business and align the location of EVSEs
with hot spots

Social and Community

Quality of Amenities

Support regional tourism

Environment

Integrating Renewables

15
16

Charging stations could be underpinned by low cost and renewable electricity tariffs.
Green purchasing could also be achieved by a coming together of accommodation
services to form a buyer’s group.
Additionally, Businesses looking to be zero carbon can consider installing distributed
renewable energy, such as solar PV. However, this will not match the energy demand
profile of chargers unless load shifting is undertaken to ensure water heaters, pool
pumps and climate appliances are cycling during the middle of the day. Batteries may
provide support to better match local renewable distribution to charging demand as well
as reducing peak demand tariff costs.

https://www.tesla.com/en_AU/charging-partners
https://www.chargepoint.com/files/casestudies/cs-retail.pdf
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2.5.2

Risks

In addition to the new opportunities, there are some emerging risks that need to be considered and mitigated
by various stakeholders. With the rise in private ownership of cars and all-weather surfacing of regional
roads, many motels and holiday parks were constructed in the 1960s, 70s and 80s to cater for driving holiday
makers. Aging electrical infrastructure and rising energy consumption now brings these properties to a key
decision point, invest to meet customer requirements or curtail demand to protect the need for upgrades.
Electric vehicles could provide the trigger point and business case to underpin electrical system upgrades.
In line with global trends and with the support of the right policies, EV uptake is anticipated to accelerate in
the coming years, particularly as OEMs increase development to pursue market capture. Thus, it is important
to futureproof regional communities with the right infrastructure to cater for the increasing number of EV
drivers. To do this effectively, overnight accommodation operators need to consider technical and
commercial risks and opportunities associated with hosting EV charging.
The installation and operation of EVSE presents technical risks if the asset is not designed to meet the
appropriate load constraints or if it is not adequately maintained. The likelihood of these risks is moderate;
however, with careful planning and analysis, they can be mitigated. Risk mitigation strategies include (1)
active demand management and (2) regular maintenance and a prescriptive maintenance plan.
With the anticipated changes to tariff structure, the operational model in which operators manage time of use
will impact their bottom line. Operators of these overnight accommodation sites could incur significant
electricity costs if guests are allowed unrestricted access to charging points during peak cost periods.
Financial initiatives and different business models can be implemented to manage operational costs and shift
liability. The commercial approach will be different for each facility and consideration should be given to a
facility’s location and commercial objectives.
Table 2-C outlines in more detail, the risks and threats and their respective potential mitigation strategy.

17 If the site load was 133kVA (120kW at 0.9pf), then that equates to 175A per phase on a three phase
system. If 4 x 7.4kW chargers were installed, this would add 45-50A per phase, provided the chargers were
balanced across the phases as much as possible.

So, if the switchboard was rated for 250A per phase or greater (175kVA), this will be within the capacity of
the switchboard but installations of more chargers and/or other site loads will eventually require a
switchboard upgrade.
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Low

To better optimize the power usage
throughout the site, a networked load
management solution allows the operator
to control the EVSE’s power usage – i.e.
limit charging at a certain capacity or
maximize the available load to the EVSEs.

Risk

There is an option to upgrade the existing
electrical infrastructure to allow for more
stations, however, this will involve the SA
Power Networks upgrading the supply, and
will result in additional cost.
1

The capacity of the existing
electrical infrastructure will dictate
the number of EVSEs that can be
installed per site. If a site is located
in an area where network capacity
or the capacity of the electrical
installation (customers mains,
switchboards, etc) is constrained,
installing EVs can result in electrical
overload and safety concerns as
well as increased risk of outages
caused by protective devices
tripping. 17.

Likelihood

Potential risk mitigation

2

Load capacity at site

Description

Consequence

Technology and physical assets

Table 2-C – Risks and threats of EVSE integration for overnight accommodation operators

Low
Moderate

Economics / Commercial / Costs

Low

Fee for service model to ensure
commercial cost recovery over time.
Several government initiatives, EVSE
programs and commercial partnerships
that could reduce the capital cost of
installing EV charging stations.
Several electricity retailers, such as AGL
and Origin Energy, offer smart EV
charging programs where they provide
program participants with a free charger
and standard installation. The business will
own the charging station; however, the
retailer will control the charger to schedule
optimal charging times.
ARENA’s future fuels fund, launched Feb
2020, is aimed at addressing barriers to
the roll out of new vehicle technologies,
which includes a focus on regional
charging needs. 18 The first round only
covers metropolitan Adelaide but
subsequent rounds could extend to
regional areas (as it has in other States).
This presents an opportunity for overnight
accommodation owners to partner with
other organisations and communities to
create an impactful project that would
attract ARENA funding.
Overnight accommodations can consider
partnering with charge point operators to
explore different asset ownership and

18

Risk

EV charging stations unit costs are
driven by the charging level, number
of ports, type of mounting system,
communication system, energy
monitoring and management and
other features. The initial investment
may be high and not economical for
regional accommodation
businesses.

2

CAPEX

1

Regular general maintenance and upkeep
of the stations and surrounding site by
onsite personnel will reduce risk of failure.
Implementing a maintenance plan can help
decrease infrastructure downtime as well
as reduce maintenance costs.

1

The facility degradation which could
potentially result in a compromised
EV supply equipment reliability
performance and EV charging
stations protection failure.

Likelihood

Equipment
performance

Future consideration could be given to
installing a battery to ensure reliability of
EV charging stations. A battery can also
assist the network in smoothing voltage
and frequency fluctuations that may be
induced by EV charging stations.

2

Seek advice from the SA Power Networks
on the network connection capacity in the
area. The information should be used to
determine the number and type of
charging stations suitable for the site.

1

The potential mismatch between the
renewable output and EV charging
station demand, which could
contribute to system stability
challenges during normal operation
and inability to supply the critical EV
loads during outages. However, this
impact will likely be minor based on
current uptake projections which
don’t give rise to large demand
increases. Furthermore, this is an
issue for the network as opposed to
a responsibility for any individual
site owner.

Network reliability and
stability

2

Potential risk mitigation

Consequence

Description

https://arena.gov.au/news/future-fuels-fund-off-and-racing/
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2

Low

2

3

Moderate

3

1

Low - Moderate

Risk

Likelihood

1

Potential risk mitigation

Consequence

Description

service models. This is further explored in
the Opportunities table below.

Operational and
Maintenance

Additional operational costs may
incur on the owner or operator, such
as maintenance and repair costs.
For rural areas, this can be costly as
contractors maybe be required to
travel to site.

Regular general maintenance and upkeep
of the stations and surrounding site by
onsite personnel will reduce the need for
repairs. A maintenance plan can help
reduce maintenance costs and the need
for major repairs or maintenance.
Charge point operators train local service
personnel.

Electricity price
volatility (tariffs)

The additional electricity demand
posed by EV charging services
coupled with the anticipated
changes to the electricity market will
result in an increased operational
cost.

The operator should also implement time
of use incentives and a load management
system to manage demand and peak
loads. For example, encourage visitors to
charge their vehicles overnight or between
10am to 3pm.

The growing renewable energy fleet
in SA is contributing to lower overall
energy prices. 19 However, it also
drives an increase in energy market
volatility caused by the intermittent
nature of solar and wind. With the
anticipated retirement of gas
turbine, there will be more reliance
on renewables, which creates
uncertainty for the structure and
level of end user pricing.

Offsetting grid energy with onsite
generation and battery storage will allow
the operator to be less exposed to
changes in electricity prices.

Plans for new interconnectors
means network costs will increase.

Policy

Market uncertainty

There is a risk EV charging stations will be underutilised due to low EV uptake.
The level of demand for charging is driven by the number of EVs, which is in turn
a function of total annual vehicle sales and the rate of EV uptake. Due to
regulatory barriers at the moment, the rate at which the uptake will take place is
uncertain in the short term. However, the Energy Transition Outlook by DNV GL
predicts that Australia’s new car market will consist of 50% PEV’s by 2035. 20

https://www.aer.gov.au/wholesale-markets/wholesale-statistics/quarterly-volume-weighted-average-price-by-contribution-ofprice-bands-south-australia
19

20

https://eto.dnv.com/2020
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3

Options analysis

3.1

EVSE solutions comparison

This section compares a short list of 7 – 11 kW (Level 2) electric vehicle supply equipment (EVSE) charging
hardware and software solutions that overnight accommodation owners can refer to when they are
considering providing charging capabilities at their site. This section summarises the key features overnight
accommodation owners should consider in their purchase decision, and reports on them for the short-listed
hardware and software solutions. Lastly, the section provides indicative equipment and installation cost
estimates of hardware solutions, including how they vary by key features.

3.1.1

EVSE Solutions

Electric vehicle charging is not the primary business of overnight accommodation owners. However, it may
be an essential consideration for their guests. Selection of the best solution is therefore critical to attract
guests and to ensure the best possible guest experience at the accommodation, as well as to minimise the
cost and impact of the solution on the overnight accommodation owner.
An EVSE charging solution generally includes a charging station, installation and management software, and
market offerings vary significantly. For commercial sites such as overnight accommodation, who will likely
have to install a significant number of chargers at a given site, the associated upfront and ongoing costs
mean that it is especially important to take time to research the solution that suits the needs of the business.
A summary of the key features to consider and what the market leaders offer is provided below.
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Charging Hardware
Table 3-A presents a list of key features to consider when choosing EV charging hardware, and the reason
for why they are of importance.
Table 3-A – Key Differentiators of EVSE Hardware Solutions
Key Feature

Definition

Importance

Mounting

How the charger is fixed to the premises, by
bollard, wall, etc.

Wall mounting requires a wall to install, while
bollards require a firm anchor point. The best
option will depend on the installation location.

Outdoor
Installation

Whether the charger is weather resistant

Increases location options on site, often car parks
are outdoors

BYO Cable

Whether the charger comes with an attached
cable, or a socket to plug the cable into

BYO cable reduces risk of theft / damage and trip
hazard when not in use

Charging
A display that communicates to the user that the
Status Indicator charger is functioning, how much is charged, etc.

Increases consumer confidence in the EV
charger

Charging Level

The category of charging, which is defined by
charging power, plug standard and charging
protocol, see table.

The higher the level, the more costly to install, but
the quicker the charge time.

Charging Rate

The maximum power output of the charger

Affects the grid power requirements, number of
connection phases required and equipment cost,
but decreases charging time needed

Number of
Ports

The number of cables connected to a single
charger

Allows for multiple connections at once which can
lower the charge rate where there is power
sharing but improves driver convenience

Power Sharing

The ability for available charging station power to
be distributed amongst all charging cables/ports

Allows for a greater number of charging
connections with fewer charging stations,
however, can result in degraded performance at
peak times

Charging Plug

The charging cable connector, which plugs into
the vehicle to charge

An increase in plug compatibility results in a
greater range of EVs being able to charge at the
station without an adapter plug

Internet
Connected

The charger can be connected to the internet to
enable access to charging management software

Needed for most charging services including
automatic billing and demand response, but is
more expensive than a non-connected charger

OCPP
Software
Compatibility

The Open Charge Point Protocol (OCPP) allows
integration with compatible software, e.g.,
charging management software

Allows chargers and software from different
vendors to "speak the same language", allowing
the charger to be connected to a wide range of
software

V2G /
Bidirectional

Allows vehicles to provide additional valuable grid
The ability of the charger to allow vehicles to feed
services, but technology is in its infancy and
energy from the EV battery back into the grid
comes at a significant price premium

Source: Energeia
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An assessment of the EV charging hardware products currently available in Australia is shown in Table 3-B.
Each offering is scored based on the number of key features that the product offers and juxtaposed that with
the quoted price of the product, excluding shipping and installation.
Based on our assessment of these hardware products against our key selection criteria, we short listed the
products indicated by a tick below 21. The following sections explain some of the most important features to
consider, and how it has impacted on the product short listing.
Table 3-B – EVSE Hardware Solution Product Summary
Juicebox

EO

QUBEV
Wallbox Schneider
Tesla
EVBox
Universal
EVLink
Wall
Business
EV
Copper SB Smart
Connector
Line
Charger
Wallbox

Pro 40

Genius

Mounting
(Pole/Bollard)













Charging Level (L2)











Charging Rate (7-12
kW)









Number of Ports (>1)







Port Power Sharing





Standard Plug (Type
2)



Internet Connected

Wallbox
Quasar

Total
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7









8











1













7















6

















6

OCPP Compatibility

















4

V2G / Bidirectional

















1

Charging Status
Indicator

















7

No Cable Provided

















3

Outdoor Installation

















8

Total

9

9

6

8

9

5

10

6

Short List

















$1,749

$2,338

$950

$1,874

$2,995

$780

$1,781

$10,000

Price ($/Unit)

Source: EVSE Hardware Solution Providers, Energeia

The Wallbox Quasar, priced at $10,000 per charger, is significantly higher cost due to its bidirectional
capabilities. The price premium reflects the relative infancy of its technology. For this reason, the Quasar is
excluded from the cost comparisons below.
The cheapest offerings (Tesla and QUBEV), while less than half the price of the competition (see Figure 34),
are not internet enabled. They do not connect to the internet and can therefore not be managed with
charging software. This functionality is especially important for a commercial premise that may need to bill
guests for their usage and to restrict access to guests only. Ideally, the charger should have OCPP software
capability, so it can communicate with products from different vendors.

It is important to note that we have not reviewed the reliability, quality, performance or safety of these products, and that they are not
a recommendation as such.

21
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Figure 35 – Hardware Cost by Connection to Internet ($/Max kW)
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Source: EVSE Solution Providers, note: Excludes Bidirectional enabled charger

Another key feature is the ability for the charger to be mounted to a pole or bollard. This is especially
important for overnight accommodation since car parking spaces may not be near a wall. Pole mounting
allows a charger to be installed anywhere, provided wiring is able to be placed. However, these chargers do
tend to come at a price premium, as shown in Figure 35.
Figure 36 – Hardware Cost by Mounting Type ($/Max kW)
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Pole Mounted
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Source: EVSE Solution Providers, note: Excludes Bidirectional enabled charger

The charger products considered are all Level 2 AC chargers (excluding the Quasar), meaning they are
connected to the grid via a dedicated circuit, are all weather-resistant, and have screens that indicate the
charging status to the user 22.

Charging Management Software
Charging management software is recommended where the overnight accommodation wishes to provide the
best possible experience for guess at the lowest possible operational cost. Charging management software
adds cost to the charging solution, but it can also reduce operational costs associated with electricity bills by
managing charging demand. It is also essential if charging needs to be secured, and where charging costs
are added to the room bill or to a specific driver.
Table 3-C presents a list of key features to consider when choosing EV charging management software, and
the rationale for why they are of importance.
To prepare for anticipated regulatory amendments, onsite energy management systems should be capable
of (1) managing EV loads within the whole of circuit and site load , including network supply limits; and (2)
accept and implement 2030.5 protocol directions (consistent with AS4755).

22

While the EO Genius does not have a physical screen, the user can view the charger status via an app
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Table 3-C – Key Differentiators of EVSE Charging Management Software Solutions
Key Feature

Definition

Importance

Active "Smart"
Charging
Management

Dynamically adjusts the power usage of EV
chargers to balance site demand given other
loads, electricity costs and grid capacity

Can automatically prevent a power surge on the
site due to too much EV demand, and help
minimise demand chargers

Scheduling

Allows the charging operator and/or driver to
configure their chargers to operate at certain
times

Enables the charging operator to reduce EV load
during peak times, and make the most of off-peak
tariffs

Power Limiting

Sets a limit on how much power each unit uses

Reduces/eliminates the risk of a power surge on
the site due to too much EV demand, but is a
blunt approach that reduces charging speed at all
times

Onsite DER
Integration

Coordinates with onsite energy management
system and resources, e.g. solar PV or batteries,
to manage charging loads

A portfolio approach to energy consumption can
reduce site energy costs by using more onsite
generation or avoiding peak charges

Access Control

Only allows authorised users to operate the
charging station

Prevents freeloading from non-paying guests

OCPP
Compatible

Open Charge Point Protocol, enables integration
This allows chargers and software from different
with OCPP compatible smart chargers and DNSP
vendors to "speak the same language",
signals (2030.5 protocol)

Demand
Response

Can coordinate demand response program
participation by turning down charger power
when signalled

Unlocks a benefit stream for EVs, allowing site to
earn revenue or discounted energy bills with
participation

Bidirectional
Charging

Can coordinate optimal V2G with enabled
chargers

Unlocks a new benefit stream, allowing them to
tap into their large batteries to provide additional
grid services

Online or App
Portal

Offers online portals that are accessible via
mobile applications

Provides information and services to site owners
and customers, e.g., viewing current status of EV
chargers

Contactless
Payment

Offers contactless and anonymous billing
gateways for the monetisation of charging
stations

Added convenience for both the site manager
and customer

Pricing and
Business
Support

Automatically calculates the cost of the charge to
the customer

Simplifies the process for the site manager

Booking
System

Allows the customer to book a charging session
in advance and on a regular basis

Adds reassurance to the customer that they will
be able to charge when they need to, provides
guaranteed access

Source: Energeia
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A summary of the market leading product offerings in the EV charging management software and/or
charging network space that are currently available in Australia is shown in Table 3-B. The team has scored
each offering based on the number of key features that the product offers.
Based on our assessment of these software solutions against our key selection criteria, we short listed the
solutions indicated by a tick below 23. The following sections explain some of the most important features to
consider, and how it has impacted on the software solution short listing.
Table 3-D – EVSE Charging Management Software Product Summary
EO

EVUp

Cloud

UpCharge

Enel X

Evnex

Juicenet

CP Link















Power Limiting
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Total

9

7

9
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8

7

8

6

Short List

















Unavailable

$545

Unavailable

$159

$1,092

$600

Unavailable

Unavailable

Active "Smart" Load
Management
Scheduled Load
Management

Contactless
Payment
Pricing and Business
Support

Price ($/Year)

ChargeFox

Source: EVSE Charging Management Software Solution Providers, Energeia

The above assessment results show that the assessed charging management solution offerings are
relatively close in terms of core features. All offer the ability to actively manage the charging load and prevent
a power surge, pricing and billing system automation and contactless payment for the user, and access
control for the registered chargers in the managed network. All products are also OCPP compatible, which
means they will function with any EV charger that is also OCPP compatible. In time, the sourcing and
integration of EV chargers with ISO 15110 (plug and charger) capabilities will provide EMS’s with visibility of
each EV’s state of charge. This will provide greater visibility to charge point operators of the charging
requirements of guests within the available service window of their stay, enabling prioritisation of this service
over other loads and support an enhanced customer experience.
Similarly, no software solution appears to offer on-site DER integration to optimise charging during high solar
PV times, or an inbuilt booking system that allows users to schedule a charging session when they will need
it; two features that would be particularly helpful to accommodation operators. Although these solutions do
not yet have these features, it is worth asking potential suppliers if they plan on offering them in future.
Complementary DER energy management solutions, such as those offered by Combined Energy
Technology Reposit should be considered by system designers. They provide a portfolio approach to energy
consumption and allow a site to optimise the value of its DER installation.
Some offerings support demand response and bidirectional charging coordination, which can unlock
additional revenue streams by allowing a third-party to send a signal to the management platform to reduce
charging power during times of high peak demand, in exchange for a reward. Some products also offer the
It is important to note that we have not reviewed the reliability, quality, performance or safety of this software, and that they are not a
recommendation as such.

23
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ability to set when the chargers can output at maximum power, which can further help to avoid peak demand
costs. We have shorted listed mainly on the basis of whether demand response is included or not.
Little information is publicly available on how much these solutions cost, based on the information
forthcoming from software providers, operators could expect to pay $150-$1,000 per year for these solutions,
with Enel X’s Juicenet the cheapest at $159.

Installation
Level 2 EVSE hardware installation costs vary widely depending on the nature of the installation. For
example, sites that require trenching for new 32A circuits can be substantially higher cost than sites that
require a wall mounted solution close to an existing conductor with sufficient rating. Figure 36 displays the
estimated cost range of installing an EV charger at a residential site by Home Guide, a site for locating
tradespeople. Note that this excludes the cost of the charger itself.
Figure 37 – EVSE Installation Cost Ranges by Difficulty (AU$/Installation)
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Min
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Max

Min
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Max

L2 - Extensive

Source: Home Guide (accessed Apr 2021), Note: Assumes a residential location

Home Guide describes a “basic” installation as having an existing service panel that can handle the
additional load of an EV charger with no wall mounting, a “standard” installation as requiring a new outlet and
dedicated circuit to be installed and the charger needs mounting, and an “extensive” installation as requiring
a new outlet and dedicated circuit installed involving extensive wiring and trenching.
EVSE, an Australian source for EV products and installation services, currently quotes a home installation at
$845, however, it would be reasonable to assume that installing EV chargers at overnight accommodation
would be a more complex task that typically requires extensive wiring and trenching.
The cost of installing Level 2 EV charging by location and driver is shown in Figure 37. RMI, an independent
EV expert based in the US, cites trenching and boring requirements as the biggest potential cost drivers for
installation of EV charging at a public site. 24
Indicative estimates of installation cost by cost component and installation location are provided in Figure 37
below, based on our review of the latest, most credible cost information, and our own experience and
expertise from our consulting and research work in this area.
Figure 38 – EVSE Installation Cost by Location ($/Installation)

Advice from an electro-technology company is that trenching costs $40-$50/m and wiring costs $10-$15/m, excluding the cost to
reinstate the surface

24
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Assuming that some level of trenching will be required to install EV charging at an overnight accommodation
premise, it is expected that the installation of each EV charger will cost around $4,000, based on the above.
However, some economies of scale may be able to be achieved by installing multiple EV chargers at once.

3.1.2

Charging Solution Case Studies

No major overnight accommodation organisation in SA is understood to have committed to EV charging
across its properties. Table 3-E presents a list of major companies in Australia who have rolled out a
charging program at their properties.
Table 3-E – Examples of EVSE Charging Solutions Selected by Major Brand Name Companies
Company

Hardware Provider

Network/Software Provider

Tesla

Tesla

EO



Tesla

Tesla

Tritium (DCFC)

Evie Networks

Tritium (DCFC)

Evie Networks

Source: Energeia Research

Most companies have chosen to partner with either Tesla (first-mover, global brand) or Tritium (renowned
Australian brand, but only make DC Fast Chargers). They have also signed up as part of a network where
they “host” the chargers, known as a “third-party ownership” model. The network installs, owns and operates
the chargers (including paying for), and the company gets the benefits of being recognised as
environmentally conscious, and potentially a cut of the charging revenue.
Ikea have taken a different route, installing EO brand chargers at their sites that are unmonitored and
unmanaged to entice EV owners to visit their stores. This is not likely to be a sustainable model as EV
uptake increases.

3.1.3

Key EVSE Recommendations

The following key recommendations are made based on our review of charging solutions and our
understanding of the key drivers of overnight accommodation owners and their customers:
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Consider installing L2 chargers that are OCPP compatible and have smart charging capabilities,
as well as implement a charging management system. As EV uptake increases over time, the need to
manage EV charging load during peak times will become increasingly important. Significant costs will
arise if electricity grid upgrades are required to meet the site demand driven by EV charging.



Consider any of the short-listed products as they deliver all key features. However, it is important
that the performance, reliability, cost and safety of each hardware and software solution be considered as
part of the procurement process. Obtaining multiple recent references from other customers, ideally
overnight accommodation customers, is recommended.



Consider installing multiple EV chargers at once, as this is likely to reduce the average installation
cost per charger. Based on the information in section 1.1, it is anticipated that installing each EV charger
would cost around $4,000 in electrician and labourer fees. However, installing 4 chargers at once has
reduce the total costs per charger by 40%.

Having assessed EVSE equipment, energy management systems will be considered next, due to their
potential to manage all the power needs for the whole accommodation site. Taken together, they provide a
full portfolio of technology to improve energy performance for each site.

3.2

Energy management systems assessment

South Australian motel and holiday park facilities offer significant variety in terms of region, accommodation
type and facilities. The state has everything from suburban motels with a few dozen rooms, to rural multipurpose holiday parks. This variety is reflected in total energy consumption and shape, two aspects that will
be reviewed in detail in this section. Following this analysis, an assessment of demand management
opportunities will be provided. As established in Section 2.4.4, EV charging presents a risk for the energy
bills of these sites and so attention is turned here to energy management:


Identification of energy efficiency initiatives and analysis determining which options can reduce energy
consumption in a cost-effective way for South Australian accommodation sites.



A review of opportunities for demand management and as assessment of their viability (e.g. load shifting
and even energy storage)

As shown in the following chart, South Australian accommodation facilities typically have the following
intraday energy consumption patterns and drivers which will be discussed in more detail below.


Pronounced evening peaks coinciding with late afternoon check-in times and prompt/initial heating or
cooling behaviour



Moderate morning peaks reflecting usage of amenities and breakfast facilities prior to off-site daytime
activities or check-out periods.



Low daytime demand as guests are typically not in their accommodation facility, not yet checked in or
already checked out. This suggests that solar PV is ineffective to meet charging demand unless guests
can be incentivised to charge during the day, particularly for multi-day stays.



High incidence of negative demand (export into the grid) for sites with a relatively large rooftop PV
system.
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Figure 39 – Example typical profile of intraday usage | % of day’s demand by hour of the day
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It should be noted that the small consumption (albeit positive) during the middle of the day represents the
aggregated load of the sites that Aurecon reviewed. Several sites typically had negative load (exporting to
the grid) during the daytime period. This finding is a critical factor for the relative economics of demand
management opportunities. There is a usually marginal financial benefit to use a generated volume from your
own PV generation to serve a unit of consumption, relative to paying for energy and network charges. This
relative economics will also be detailed in the following subsections.

3.2.1

Size and distribution of onsite loads

Network meter data for nine accommodation sites located in different regions of South Australia has been
analysed. Of the characteristics below, region-specific climatic differences and rooftop PV systems provide
the biggest variances between site demand. To protect commercial sensitivity, the study sites have been
anonymised, but the following characteristics should be noted:
Table 3-F – Site characteristics summary (detailed quantitative differences are discussed in following
subsection)
Characteristic

Description of South Australian sites

Region



Rural sites ranging from 100 to 400km away from Adelaide



Metropolitan sites not located within the CBD, which is particularly relevant for the
distribution charge structure

Climate



Variety of climates ranging from northern/central towns with a prominent Summer to
the Southern (Fleurieu and Limestone Coast) regions which have significant winter
heating activity.

Occupancy



Occupancy rates that are influenced by holiday periods and season.



The capacity of locations ranges from several dozen bookings to several hundred
bookings.



Occupancy rates typically fluctuate from around 20% to over 90% but the median
occupancy for the sample period identified by Aurecon was 41%.
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Service offering

Rooftop PV



Motels and caravan parks with individual rooms/cabins and shared spaces. Electrical
load will typically come from;
−

amenities (toilet and shower blocks, laundry)

−

restaurant, bar and kitchen areas

−

common rooms and entertainment sites such as game rooms, tennis courts

−

overnight accommodation options such as motel rooms, cabins and powered
caravan sites



Accommodation sites have generally installed rooftop solar PV systems.



Almost all of these sites are therefore a net exporter into the grid at some stage
during the year, which is an important consideration for demand shifting opportunities
(i.e. aligning demand with solar sponge periods). Regular solar exports are also a
factor for the NEM and maintaining grid stability.



Some sites have such large systems relative to their underlying demand that on most
days they are a net exporter into the grid for at least several hours. This presents
opportunities to shift demand towards midday periods, an initiative that will be easier
to longer duration stays. For instance, towing vehicle charging can be postponed until
the first solar sponge period post-check in. For holiday parks, load such as irrigation
pumps and pool pumps can be deferred until midday periods. For motels, equivalent
shifting could be applied to water heaters, laundry services and pool pumps.



A possibility is that future feed-in-tariffs could penalise solar export in periods of
extremely low demand. This would further incentivise demand shifting initiatives.

The following subsections contain a chart set that illustrates how the characteristics above influence
electrical load of the sites analysed by Aurecon.

Region
A site’s location within South Australia influences the seasonal demand pattern due to the regional variation
in climate. Some locations analysed for this study are around 700km away from each other with as much as
500km of difference in the north-south direction.


Coastal sites experience less of an overall swing in temperature between seasons.



Occupancy also has a seasonal pattern whereby northern and central locations have higher occupancy
during the autumn and winter months whereas southern occupancy jumps during summer.

To show the region-specific demand patterns of demand, weekly electrical demand is shown above with an
overlay of heating degree days (HDD) and cooling degree days (CDD). Degree day (“DD”) indices quantify
the prevailing weather conditions in terms of the heating activity and cooling activity that can be expected.
AEMO’s South Australian critical threshold temperatures of 19.0°C (cooling) and 16.5°C (heating) were used
to calculate these indices and the charts show that northern/ central locations have a significant winter and
summer peak whereas southern locations have a mild summer peak and a far more pronounced winter
peak. 25

These critical temperatures imply that on average consumers heat or cool when the average prevailing temperature passes this
threshold (this is calculated as the arithmetic average over 24 hours).

25
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Figure 40 – Regional differences in heating and cooling loads (HDD,CDD) 26 compared to energy demand, all
normalised
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Scale of Accommodation Business & Total Energy Demand
Net imports of electricity from the grid can be less than 50 MWh p.a. or approaching 1,000 MWh p.a. A
medium sized location will typically require 100 to 400 MWh p.a. This is particularly important for the small
business annual volume threshold of 160 MWh p.a. Above this threshold, the absolute differences (c/kWh) in
usage rates become smaller when comparing peak to off-peak which influences the incentives for
managing/changing energy. Capacity demand charges also become more relevant when moving from small
to large business energy billing. Section 3.2.2 introduces the tariff structures (and current tariff levels) to this
discussion in the context of assessing demand management possibilities (and ultimately tariff design).
Figure 41 – Large sites versus small sites | Annual consumption MWh p.a. 27
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Weather and Season
The day’s temperature and seasonal temperatures influence heating and cooling load. Weather also has a
seasonal influence on occupancy that varies by region (refer to the inter-regional discussion above). It can
be seen in the charts below that days with high HDD, contain a higher bimodal peak and generally higher
Heating Degree Day (“HDD”) and Cooling Degree Day (“CDD”) are a calculation of the number of degrees that a day’s average
temperature is above/below a critical temperature. The higher that HDD (CDD) is during a period, the more energy demand we can
expect due to heating (cooling).
27
The stacked net negative volumes add back the reductions to total demand that occurred due to net negative (export) periods.
26
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loads overnight which can reasonably be inferred as overnight heating demand. Interestingly, the daytime
demand does not also increase, suggesting that even on the coldest days, heating appliances are used
sparingly during the day. We know from the motel survey (and validation from literature review) that lateafternoon check-in behaviour explains this, and that cooling demand is generally higher than heating
demand. In each of the three sites shown below, hot weather raises morning peaks, evening peaks and
daytime demand.
Perhaps the key finding of this subsection is that daytime demand remains reasonably low on cold days but
there are large differences observed for daytime loads on hot days. This suggests that tariff design and
energy assessment have to be somewhat bespoke and take into account the typical load for the individual
site being assessed. The opportunities for shifting demand to align with solar PV generation are supported in
some sites although this time period doesn’t coincide with the expected (unmanaged) charging demand that
was analysed in section 2.4. Nonetheless, the relative economics of shifting demand to ‘soak’ up excess
solar generation is demonstrated in section 3.2.2.
Figure 42 – The influence of weather on intraday shape and volume (3 anonymised sites), kW
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The chart below plots average prevailing temperature of a site, ordered by the corresponding demand level
at that time. It shows that the highest demand periods (the left-hand side of the load duration curve) are
caused by really high temperatures or really low temperatures. The low demand (right hand side of the chart/
load duration curve) is showing mild temperatures plotted against it. This has consequences for charging
demand and tariff design as a typical site already has large energy demand when the weather is in its
warmest or coolest phases. EV charging demand should be incentivised away from the evening period on
the hottest and coldest days as these periods likely represent the overall highest demand (which in turn
dictates the demand charge for a site). To protect the site against large jumps in energy billing, charging
tariffs could be structured around expected prevailing temperature. On the whole, the intraday demand
patterns on extreme temperature days suggest that EV tariff design should penalise charging during these
peak temperature events. This, in turn will reduce the risks of increasing maximum demand (which is the
basis for network demand charges).
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Figure 43 – Average prevailing temperature for Detailed Site 1 (“DS1” °C, RHS axis) versus Load Duration Curve
(kW, LHS axis). Arrows show increasing temperature towards 15 to 20 degrees decreases energy
usage but increasing temperature beyond this point increases demand again.
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Occupancy
As suggested earlier in this section, occupancy has a regional/weather dynamic. On a state-wide,
aggregated basis, the holiday season is the primary driver of occupancy. The Christmas and new year period
contain the largest increase in occupancy whereas the shoulder season holidays (Easter/April and
September) are particularly popular for destinations that are comfortably out of the city but not so remote (i.e.
1 to 3 hours from Adelaide). This introduces the possibilities of including ‘peak occupancy’ periods in EV
charging tariff structure.
Figure 44 – Average weekly bookings over the course of a year against energy consumption | #, kWh
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Figure 45 – Normalised Occupancy by Region; Day of the week occupancy pattern (% of maximum)
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The charts above demonstrate a general rule: summer occupancy is higher in the southern regions and low
in the north and the other way around during winter. Lastly, occupancy usually increases on Fridays (~7%)
and Saturdays (~14%). These fluctuations in occupancy offer important risks for energy billing as it suggests
EV charging demand will be highest on weekends, one day of which coincides with a network peak period.
This pattern suggests that Southern sites should focus on managing EV charging load in Summer whereas
Northern sites should focus on managing EV charging load in Winter. However, this phenomenon actually
provides somewhat of a hedge for energy consumption as less climate control is required when
holidaymakers pursue milder weather (by favouring northerly destinations in winter and southerly
destinations in summer).
Figure 46 – Large daytime exports for some sites due to rooftop PV | median demand for two anonymised sites,
kW
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Most locations analysed have installed rooftop PV systems which offset electricity demand during the day
(from around 8am to 5pm but peaking between 11am and 2pm). Some sites have installations that are a
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large capacity relative to underlying demand hence they can be expected to export into the grid on most
days. The following characteristics of rooftop PV should be noted:


Underlying daytime demand for grid electricity is low for accommodation sites and grid demand is further
lowered by rooftop PV. Demand is also more variable as sunshine levels can swing greatly depending on
cloud cover.



There is an opportunity to exploit the pricing incentives attached to PV generation – feed-in tariffs are
lower than even the off-peak price for load tariffs. This means there is an incentive to shift a site’s demand
to coincide with periods of higher PV output which occurs in the early afternoon.



Consuming self-generated volumes and foregoing the feed in-tariff is far better (as it has a lower net
energy cost) than putting on heavy loads when your own generation low, but then using little energy when
the PV system is working at full capacity. For a full comparison of the relative tariff rates, please refer to
the following subsection.

Daytime shape and contribution from different appliances or behaviour

In addition to net/aggregate metering data for various locations, Aurecon had access to submeter data for
two locations. This provided a more granular picture as to what appliances and behaviour is contributing to
the overall profile of intraday demand (available data was focussed on a summer period). Surveys of site
owners as well as background literature review has also revealed the key behaviour of guests. These are
discussed in turn below;


Check in times for guests generally commence mid-afternoon with most guests arriving in the 4 to 5pm
window. This is an important driver for heating and cooling load as these appliances are likely to be
turned on shortly after check-in (and then again after dinner and through the night if prevailing
temperatures are sufficiently uncomfortable).



Amenities sites are used heavily late in the day and first thing in the morning. Restaurants, BBQ areas,
bars and recreational areas exhibit higher demand during the early evening.



Some loads such as pool filters/pumps are remarkably flat over a 24hr period, suggesting constant
cycling.

Figure 47 – Example load distributions (hourly % of the day’s demand)
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Consumption Trends
For some sites, consumption data was available as far back as 2011. The following chart rebases the
earliest available year to 100% and then plots the annual consumption to 2019. There have been both
significant increases and decreases to site energy usage over this period:
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Energy increases caused by;
− site expansions
− growth in South Australian visitor numbers 28
− increased uptake of electrical appliances (including phones, camera and camping appliances such as
lighting or cookers). This is part of a long-term trend of increased device count/capacity per guest.



Energy decreases caused by;
− the installation of new solar PV systems and increases to existing solar PV systems
− efficiency trends as appliances are replaced over time and dwellings are upgraded to higher building
standards 29

The largest energy usage decreases could be verified as solar installations via step changes in historical
load and a load pattern that appeared to become more influenced by solar relevant periods (midday and
Summer). Archived satellite imagery revealed additions of new solar PV capacity for at least two other sites.
The remaining sites generally showed flat or moderately increasing consumption, likely as a combination of
the factors listed above. However, the largest % based increase exhibited a notable step change which
followed low or no consumption suggesting a site development/ extension had taken place.
Figure 48 – Annual net consumption changes over time (earliest year set to 100%)
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The interface between onsite loads and customer billing

This section discusses the billing faced by South Australian small and large businesses. Intraday and
seasonal elements to electricity billing are a crucial focus of this study. By 2030 SA Power Networks will
transition all business sites to TOU metering. Due to negative pricing periods in the SA market it is possible
that retailers will review feed-in tariffs for solar PV and price to encourage electricity use during the day.
EV loads present a significant risk for bill size and is especially dependent on the coincidence of EV charging
and peak bill periods. Furthermore, the billing structure will provide context for demand management
opportunities. By understanding the relative cost of electricity between peak and off-peak periods, the cost
effectiveness of shifting demand between these periods can be identified (in addition to assessing the
advantages of merely reducing demand overall).


28
29

Aurecon has assessed the retail offers for small business electricity customers in South Australia. It has
also reviewed the distribution costs from the SAPN network for both small and large customers. There is
less public disclosure of large business electricity tariffs as these are generally subject to a negotiation
Austrade & Tourism Research Australia NVS1 Trends
NABERS 2019-20 Annual Report – hotel energy
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with the retailer. However, the distribution charges are published by SAPN and have been reviewed.
Furthermore, Aurecon has analysed the intraday trends and profile of wholesale pricing in the South
Australian NEM as well as the default rates published by the retailers. 30


Feed in tariffs are incorporated within this review as they also contribute to the intraday relative
economics of electricity consumption particularly as self-generated rooftop PV electricity represents the
cheapest source of electricity for a site.



In South Australia, businesses are separated at the 160MWh p.a. threshold. Customers below this
amount are small customers which typically receive bundled electricity bills and have access to either
market or standard offers. These are profiled below.

Table 3-G – South Australian small business electricity billing
Bill Feature

Rate/ Description

Comment

Time-of-use

Peak period from 7am to 9pm

Some retailers include a shoulder
period which carves out 7am to 5pm
from the peak period

Off-peak period from 9pm to 7am

Peak energy
usage charges

Typically, 35 to 40 cents per kWh

Based on review of major Australian
retailers who offer time-of-use plans in
South Australia

Off-peak usage
charges

Typically, 20 to 25 cents per kWh

As per above

Supply charges

80 to 100 cents per day

Not time variable and not dependent
on usage -these charges are less
relevant for demand management

Day of the week

Most agreements treat all weekend hours as offpeak

This works in the favour of
accommodation owners where
average occupancy jumps on Friday
and Saturday. Only one of these days
(Friday) is exposed to peak pricing.

Feed-in-tariffs

Average of 10c/kWh with most offers being
between 8 and 12 cents.

This is comfortably lower than the peak
and off-peak usage charges,
suggesting that there is an arbitrage
opportunity to shift demand to coincide
with any existing solar PV exports.

Peak Demand
Charge

For small businesses users this is usually
bundled within the tariffs and supply charge
above, but charges are usually passed through.
SAPN interval meter charges for 2021 are 22.5
cents for peak periods, 15.7 cents for shoulder
periods and 8.5 cents for off-peak (solar sponge)
periods. Alternatively, 2-4 cents can be taken off
each of these rates if an additional demand
charge (anytime basis) of 8.1 cents per kVA/day
is included.

These charges are significant
contributors to the overall peak and offpeak pricing faced by South Australian
small businesses.

The billing structure for large business customers (>160MWh p.a.) is more dependent on-site configuration,
time-of-use, total annual volume, number of sites and negotiations with a retailer. Standardised offers are not
displayed publicly, and final electricity bills are usually unbundled. However, the following items have been
reviewed which all influence the time-of-use dynamic for electricity bills:
In practice, default rates are an interim rate that applies when an existing agreement expires and the succeeding agreement has not
yet been finalised.

30
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Table 3-H – Default tariff rates for the large retailers, South Australia (as published mid-May 2021)
Retailer

Peak Default
Rate (c/kWh)

Off-Peak Default Rate
(c/kWh)

AGL

25.87 (Q1)
9.30 (Q2)
8.48 (Q3)
9.66 (Q4)

7.11 (Q1)
5.69 (Q2)
5.50 (Q3)
5.00 (Q4)

Origin Energy

25.00 (full CY)

15.00 (full CY)

EnergyAustralia

6.40 (Q2)

4.40 (Q2)

The tariffs for SAPN’s Annual Demand large business users (most popular arrangement) are shown below.
The ‘Rest of SA’ rates are shown as the focus of this study was motels and holiday parks located beyond the
CBD.
Table 3-I – SAPN Annual Demand Large Business User Tariff Charges for 2020/21 (Rest of SA)
Tariff

Rate

Comment

Peak Usage

6.6 cents per kWh

7am to 9pm workdays only

Off-peak Usage

4.1 cents per kWh

All times outside of 7am to 9pm
workdays

Peak Demand

25.3 cents per kVa p.a.

Highest 4-hour average over last 12
months, between 5pm and 9pm

Anytime (Off-peak) Demand

10.3 cents per kVa p.a.

Highest half-hour period outside of 5pm
to 9pm

The following chart shows the wholesale pricing (South Australian NEM) at particular times of the day. This
wholesale price is a key determinant of retail usage charges. Evening pricing reflects a higher cost of energy
and daytime pricing reflects a lower cost of energy. Critically, the higher price period for the market coincides
with the increased energy demand at accommodation sites (due partly to average check-in times). 2020 has
to be considered in light of the pandemic conditions and the impact this had on demand. However,
underlying drivers of this price profile such as VRE capacity (including rooftop PV) are strengthening. There
is an incentive for utilities to align their customer bill structures with this relative cost of energy.
Figure 49 – High evening and low daytime energy costs | SA NEM hourly pricing as % of year-average
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Key conclusions:
The key conclusions of the significance of billing structure have been summarised in the table below. In
almost all cases there is an incentive to shift demand from peak periods to off-peak periods and there is
strong potential for this incentive to increase in the future as the grid aligns usage with the underlying costs
at various times of the day.
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Billing structures in the NEM are increasingly shifting to reflect two trends:



− The intraday and seasonal cost of energy based on growing VRE. That is, targeted tariff structures
that offer lower daytime pricing when solar is at a higher capacity factor.
− Demand volatility and the challenges this creates for infrastructure (higher evening demand and lower
daytime demand). Tariff structure offers consumers an incentive to reduce their maximum demand.
For motels and holiday parks the following incentives can be identified for demand management (based
on the tariff groups discussed above)



Table 3-J - Demand Management Incentives
Action

Small Business Incentive (Motels)

Large Business Incentive (Holiday
Parks)

Shifting 1kWh from peak
to off-peak

~15 cent reduction in associated usage
charge if a weekday, 0 for a Saturday
or Sunday

Variable but expected to be at least 4
to 10 cents for low seasons and 10-20
cents for high seasons based on
retailer and NUOS 31 usage charges
alone.
There is further upside if that demand
shift also reduced the peak or anytime
demand capacity (distribution charge).

Shifting 1kWh from peak
to coincide with an
exported solar volume
(that otherwise would
have been exported)

~27 cent net reduction for a bill based
on eliminating 1kWh of peak usage
charge but also foregoing 1kWh of
feed-in-tariff

Less incentive than the small business
operators due to generally lower swing
between variable peak and off-peak
pricing. Potentially in the 10-15 cent
range depending on the season.

Shifting 1kWh from offpeak to coincide with an
exported solar volume
(that otherwise would
have been exported)

~14 cent net reduction for a bill based
on eliminating 1kWh of peak usage
charge but also foregoing 1kWh of
feed-in-tariff

Likely very little arbitrage but 5-10
cents in peak seasons if possible.

3.2.3

Load management cost effectiveness

A review of demand management options was completed to assess the potential for South Australian
accommodation sites to reduce energy bills. There is an opportunity to pursue both;


energy efficiency - broader reductions in energy demand, and



demand management – shifting energy usage to coincide with lower cost times of use.

These can be considered both in advance of EV charging and once EV charging contributes to demand.
A more detailed discussion is available within Appendix 6 and a table of appliance running costs shows that
more efficient appliances can lead to energy savings in the hundreds and thousands of dollars per annum.
Generally, demand-shifting (flexibility and time of use changes) is more complicated than general efficiency
initiatives which tend to occur naturally when appliances are due for replacement with newer more efficient
models. Energy efficiency will improve overall billing and offset any increases created by new EV charging
load. However, it doesn’t necessarily promote better time-of-use consumption that coincides with billing
structure. Many demand-shifting options will face resistance in an accommodation service as guests will not
enjoy having some of their appliance choices limited.

31

Network use of system (distribution and transmission charges)
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3.3

Smart charging vs. time controlled comparison

EV charging loads using smart charging solutions were modelled against time controlled solutions and
uncontrolled charging to identify their relative costs and operational effectiveness.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the modelled charging options, the peak day described in section 2.3,
where EVs arrive between 5-7pm on a summer day, was applied to this analysis. Here, we have assumed 4
EVs 32 arrive during this time under two scenarios:
•

They have had an average day of driving and require 24 kWh to fully charge, and therefore 96 kWh
to fully charge all vehicles (Average Charge)

•

They have had a long day of driving and require 64 kWh to fully charge and therefore 256 kWh to
fully charge all vehicles (Empty Batteries)

The following sections report on the modelling methodology, inputs and assumptions and key results.

3.3.1

Modelled Charging Options

Time Controlled Charging
Using a timer control can eliminate the impact of participating loads on peak demand by setting a specific
timing window during which load can draw energy; usually overnight when demand is at a minimum. Time
controlled loads are generally separately metered and controlled, which prevents the load from charging
outside set hours. For this analysis, we have assumed that EVs can only charge between 9pm-6am (i.e.
overnight).
Figure 49 illustrates the charging profile of EV loads set using time control on the peak day. Charging is
delayed until the off-peak hours after 9pm, and then EV chargers are fully utilised until all charging is
complete
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Figure 50 – Peak Day EV Charging Load Profile – 4 EVs, Time Controlled

Time Controlled - Empty Battery

Source: Energeia

Smart Charging
Much like time controlled charging, smart charging aims to reduce the impact of loads on electricity network
costs by minimising or eliminating demand during the network peak period. However, unlike time controlled
charging, smart charging functionality actively seeks to avoid overloading the switchboard for a site.
The smart charging modelling methodology undertaken for this report operates as follows:

32

It is also assumed that the accommodation site has 4 EV chargers available, i.e., no access constraint
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1. Calculate the ‘Site Charging Potential’ which is the difference between the site’s switchboard limit
and the site’s demand at any given interval. The one exception is during the network peak period,
where site charging potential is set to 0.
2. Calculate Excess Charging Period. Identify intervals where unmanaged EV load exceeds the Site
Charging Potential. (i.e. where the base site load (MW) plus the EV load (MW) exceeds the site’s
switchboard limit.)
3. Redistribute Excess Charging Load. Re-distribute excess charging to periods with available
capacity, prorated to the available Site Charging Potential, utilising charger power as much as
possible until charging capacity or switchboard limit is reached.
The charging profile of EV loads set to smart charge on the peak day is shown in Figure 50.
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Figure 51 – Peak Day EV Charging Load Profile – 4 EVs, Smart

Smart - Empty Battery

Source: Energeia

It is important to point out that while the above use case is of the site’s annual maximum demand, the same
logic applies to any upstream network asset peak. Communication between electricity network systems and
smart charging systems can automatically coordinate charging to achieve the cost minimising objective,
though that was not explicitly modelled in this case.

3.3.2

Site Level Results

Time controlled and smart charging were modelled at the overnight accommodation site level to assess their
relative operational and bill impacts for the following EV charging scenarios.


Base Load – The site’s total load before the addition of EV charging



Base + Unmanaged – The site’s total load inclusive of the site base load and the unmanaged EV
charging load profile (i.e. charging on a flat tariff)



Base + Smart – The site’s total load inclusive of the site base load with smart charging to avoid EV
charging contributing to site peak demand



Base + Controlled – The site’s total load inclusive of the site base load and the time controlled EV
charging load profile

Results are based on the sample accommodation site load profiles first introduced in section 2.2. Here we
have assumed that the accommodation site has a 120 kVA switchboard limit (or 108 kW with a power factor
of 0.9) and a baseline peak demand of 100 kW. Based on the sample accommodation characteristics, it is
estimated that this site would have 99 guest spaces.
Again, even though the analysis below is focused on the site’s peak demand, similar outcomes can be
expected in response to upstream electricity network asset peak demand periods.
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Peak Day Load Profiles
Energeia determined the peak day using the base site load profile and reported on the net load inclusive of
EVs. The load profiles for the day of peak demand assuming average charging and empty battery charging
scenarios are shown in Figure 51 and Figure 52 respectively.
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Figure 52 – Peak Day Load Profiles – 4 EVs Average Charging Scenario
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Source: Energeia, note: Base load refers to the site load before EVs
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Figure 53 – Peak Day Load Profiles – 4 EVs Empty Battery Scenario

Base + Smart

Source: Energeia, note: Base load refers to the site load before EVs

The site’s annual peak occurs on a summer day at 7pm. Without managing charging, this site energy
demand would exceed its switchboard limit, even with just 4 EVs charging.
The key difference between time controlled and smart charging scenarios is that time controlled charging still
breaches the site constraint even when starting at 9, whereas the smart charging tapers EV charging where
this is an issue. While time controlled charging would certainly reduce the instances of site capacity
breaches, it would not remove the risk entirely, whereas smart charging does, as demonstrated above.
Even in the empty battery scenario, the smart charging logic is still able to deliver a full battery on the peak
day for all 4 EVs by 7am, though there is almost no more capacity after that without installing larger, higher
power chargers.

Average day Load Profiles
The average day load profiles highlight the typical behaviour of the three different EV charging methods.
They do not necessarily drive differences in electricity network investment costs, as these are driven by the
loads during the peak periods. They can nevertheless be instructive in illustrating operational differences.
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As shown in Figure 53Error! Reference source not found., there is little variance between the unmanaged
and the smart average day load profile than is the case with time controlled load. The reason for this is that
the EV load rarely threatens to exceed the site’s maximum demand limit.
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Figure 54 – Average Day Load Profiles – 4 EVs

Base + Smart

Source: Energeia, note: Base load refers to the site load before EVs

Bill Impacts
The results of modelling the annual retail electricity bill for EV charging load with an average of 4 EVs
charging per day, and including the peak day event described above. As shown in Figure 54, the unmanaged
EV charging incurred the largest bill of $6,990. Time controlled and smart charging result in the same bill
impact of $5,080, assuming both are calculated using a ToU MD tariff.
Figure 55 – Annual EV Load Bill – 4 EVs per Day
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The largest difference in costs between the unmanaged and time controlled and smart charging scenarios is
driven by the shift in EV energy consumption from the peak period to the off-peak period. The charging
management options avoid the expensive peak energy and demand energy prices and charge during the
cheaper off-peak.
What is not taken into account here is the cost of site switchboard upgrades that will be required much
sooner under the time-controlled charging mechanism, and which can be delayed significantly by the use of
smart charging. As explained in section 3.1, smart charging may have a greater upfront cost to implement,
but could save thousands in site upgrade costs in the long-run.
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3.4

Electricity Tariff Options

In previous sections of this report the risk of EV charging demand being added to accommodation site power
bills has been described and validated by a review of unmanaged charging demand times of the day (which
coincide with peak billing times). Furthermore, there is a reasonable understanding of underlying demand for
these sites as well as the interface between demand drivers (occupancy, weather, rooftop PV) and
consequences for billing (peak, off-peak and feed in tariffs).
This section amalgamates these findings and proposes two tariff structures which could be considered for
the introduction of significant EV charging load.
Why does there need to be a step-out for tariff structure:


EV charging loads represent significant bill risk to the owner (EVs introducing a significant load in peak
times will add considerably to the peak load of the site).



There is an opportunity to align the underlying costs of EV charging with the billing structure imposed by
the grid



Tariff design has the potential to shift the potentially significant load created by EV charging. There is an
opportunity to complement existing intraday demand shape of the site and grid more generally.

3.4.1

Description of load and drivers

There are two types of load profile that need to be reconciled by the EV charging tariffs developed in this
section:


Per Section 3.2.1, accommodation sites that have daily, and seasonal variation driven by region,
occupancy patterns, weather/climate and rooftop PV.
− Peak energy demand in holiday periods, hot and cold weather (with some north/south variance) and
late afternoon to evening check-in behaviour, and off-site daytime tourism.



Per Section 2, EVs of arriving guests that will require around 25 kWh per charge and having a natural
time-of-use that grows from 2pm to 4pm and peaks around 10pm

The tariffs proposed here must reconcile these loads and address the various parts of the study which
include bill-risk to the accommodation site, fairness and appropriate incentives for EV drivers, efficient use of
the grid and any regulatory requirements. Although the timeline for implementation is controlled by EV
uptake and this gradual process suggests there is a reasonable window to develop regulatory framework that
supports any tariff design.

3.4.2

Key criteria framework for tariff development

In developing tariff options, several criteria have been considered and assessed. These are collated within
the following table but are built around the numerous parties impacted by the tariffs. The parties include the
accommodation site owners, EV owner hotel guests, broader energy grid stakeholders such as network
owners and retailer. There is even potential for third-party ownership of charging infrastructure and their role
should be considered in the tariff designs also. As will be discussed following the table, including various
levels of economic efficiency may increase the complexity of implementation. Accurate assessment of the
various drivers of efficiency automatically means a more detailed tariff structure, calculation and ongoing
monitoring.
Table 3-K – Tariff Criteria Description
Category

Criteria Description

Productive Efficiency

Are resources deployed efficiently in terms of the:


site’s delivery of an accommodation service



the energy system’s supply of electricity
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Allocative Efficiency

Is production aligned with consumer preferences – is the EV charging service priced at
the point where there is no shortage or surplus (i.e. is charging infrastructure fully utilised
and sized appropriately relative to prevailing charging demand?

Dynamic Efficiency

Does the tariff optimally support a continued improvement in efficiency (does it support an
increase to consumer choice and a superior ‘product’ for accommodation services,
vehicle charging and energy supply?

Rooftop PV
optimisation



Ideally, the tariffs should optimise the generation from co-located rooftop PV.



There is a seasonal, intraday and even regional dynamic to this optimisation

Efficacy of demand
shifting



Behavioural change: does the tariff make a difference to EV drivers and does it
sufficiently incentivise charging at a specific time? The secondary issue here is
whether price signals are strong enough?



Connected with the behavioural change, can the tariff be communicated and
marketed to customers, does it make sense and will customers be OK with it?
Sometimes customers understand the tariff but think it is punitive, so the tariff is
withdrawn because of backlash, and therefore cannot be considered effective.



A related issue is whether other on-site loads can also contribute to the shifting
intended by the tariff design, i.e. whether demand management systems can
adequately shift demand to suitable daytime periods

Implementation
difficulty



Ease of implementation – what data would have to be known/observed and is this
compatible with existing billing systems and processes

Stakeholder
interpretation and
traditional service
offerings



Do all stakeholders understand the tariff as providing ‘fair value’?



Is everyone satisfied with the situation created by the tariff (consumers, site owners,
the network)



Are there parallels/evidence that can be drawn from other energy billing practices and
even non-energy or user-pays subscription-based billing?



A pivotal issue is whether EV charging (and the price signals created by the tariff)
enhances the experiences of guests?

The tariffs will now be discussed and assessed against these criteria. Subsequent important questions will
be considered such as:


Do the tariffs support an ideal situation where motels/holiday parks are offering a new enhanced service,
the grid is supported by valuable load shifting and site owners are rewarded for additional bill risks and/or
further investments in charging services?



If all criteria are not met sufficiently, is the expected result still an acceptable situation? I.e. can it be
described as pareto optimal or is it efficient in another established interpretation?

3.4.3

Description of tariffs

The following two tariffs have been designed and assessed:
Tariff 1: ‘Full Efficiency’
This is a complex tariff option, included within the discussion here to illustrate the potential inclusions for a
charging tariff. Price is set with reference to several components which help give a closer to match to
demand. This is an amalgamation of known occupancy drivers and weather drivers. The fluctuations in price
will be similar to that of a traditional petrol station. This tariff is less practical but is designed to be aspirational
and a meaningful comparison for Tariff 2 which follows.
The spirit of the full efficiency tariff is to offset any contribution to peak demand periods made by EVs (for
both the accommodation site and the grid in general) and reward demand shifting to lower demand periods.
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Several price periods per day that account for lower intraday demand (and solar sponge) and the peak
/off-peak billing structure faced by the site owner. The level of price Z could also vary with the season and
be set according to whether the site is typically an exporter during the day.
− Price X, evening peak
− Price Y, morning peak
− Price Z, daytime solar peaks
− Price W, overnight low demand period
− X>Y>W <>Z; relative prices reflect the underlying costs to the site owner



Surcharge or rebate to delineate occupancy high season and low season (which will vary by region for
different sites) as well as reflecting the Friday and Saturday occupancy surge.



Surcharge to delineate High HDD/CDD versus low HDD/CDD

Tariff 2: ‘Simple & Fair’
The second tariff is a simpler structure with less components. Fixed pricing periods are based on the new
structures for SAPN business time-of-use tariffs. This tariff intends to be more predictable for both site owner
and EV driver. It also seeks to share value of demand shifting between the EV owner and the site owner.


Two blocks of pricing each day
− Price X, evening peak
− Price Y, off-peak
− X>Y; relative prices reflect the underlying costs to the site owner



PV rebate (applies only if the site happens to be a net exporter at the time of charging – and is calculated
to share value between EV owner and site owner)



One combined holiday/weather surcharge for charging in July, December and January

3.4.4

Tariff Evaluation and Results

The tariffs listed above do not exhaust all possibilities. The sophistication of tariff 1 requires more
investigation (and resources) upfront and on an ongoing basis, as well a higher marketing burden to
communicate the pricing with prospective users. Tariff 2 is a more practical tariff, reflecting the value that EV
consumers would place on price predictability and perceptions of fairness. Drivers of energy cost at both the
wholesale level and grid level are not intimately understood by broader consumers and hence tariff 2 may
offer a suitable starting point before gradual transition to more efficient tariff 1 types as the energy transition
takes hold more broadly. The tariffs are assessed against all previously described criteria in the following
table:
Table 3-L – Comparison of Tariffs
Category

Tariff 1 | Full Efficiency
Rating

Tariff 2 | Simple & Fair
Description

Rating

Description
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Productive Efficiency

Optimised

The demand/supply
balance at different
times and seasons is
reflected by a more
sophisticated set of price
components. The site
owner is well
compensated for
prevailing charging
demand as most known
demand drivers are
incorporated within the
pricing structure.

Optimised

The set of surcharges,
rebates and pricing
blocks closely follows
the underlying grid and
energy costs. Consumer
demand (and hence
time of day preference)
is reflected in the
underlying grid costs.

Optimised

The sophistication of
tariff structure promotes
general efficiency and
supports both innovation
for charging/energy/
accommodation services
and promotes a broader
consumer choice (for EV
owners who otherwise
would find it more
difficult to access remote
regions).

Somewhat optimised

Optimised

Pricing band Z provides
a strong incentive to
maximise available
generation

Optimised

Moderate efficacy
expected

The price elasticity for
vehicle fuel is
notoriously inelastic. 33
Holiday makers are
unlikely to vary their
arrival times just to take
advantage of 1 cheaper
recharge. However
overnight stays where
vehicles are not required
until the morning will
present a greater
opportunity.

Difficult

Individualised demand
profiles for each site are
required based on
region, climate and solar
PV output. There will
also be constant
monitoring of HDD/CDD
and periodic
recalibration.

Allocative Efficiency

Dynamic Efficiency

Rooftop PV
optimisation
Efficacy of demand
shifting

Implementation
difficulty

Solar rebate promotes
productive efficiency
without being as
sophisticated as Tariff 1
Contributor

Contributor

The tariff promotes
outcomes better aligned
with productive
efficiency but not to the
same degree as Tariff 1

Similar to tariff 1 albeit
with less sophistication

Solar rebates provide a
strong incentive to
maximise available
generation
As per Tariff 1

Greater efficacy
expected

Initial and periodic
review

After an initial review of
the site’s own time-ofuse energy costs and
PV output, the tariffs
could be optimised and
then revisited
periodically (somewhat
‘set and forget’)

33
An Exploration Of Australian Petrol Demand: Unobservable Habits, Irreversibility, And Some Updated Estimates,
Robert Breunig and Carol Gisz, 2008 Australian Treasury Working Paper
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Stakeholder
interpretation and
traditional service
offerings
Branding and careful
messaging required

Consumers are faced
with many price
components, some of
which they won’t have
intimate familiarity with
(i.e. HDD, solar output)
which raises issue of
trust. However, vehicle
owners have always
faced opaque pricing
fluctuations and the right
branding should be able
to sell the remote
charging as a valuable
and enabling product. 34

Easy interpretation,
value sharing

A simpler tariff is
reflective of structure
faced by consumers in
their residential bills.
Site owners are still
offering a service model
that penalises for
evening peak costs and
rewards customers for
help in the motel
optimise the use of their
PV system. Value is
shared.

A significant challenge will be faced with the complexity of pricing in tariff 1. Energy consumers are typically
price inelastic and it is difficult for the average consumer to conceptualise the underlying economic value of
their energy consumption. This is explained in more detail by the following aspects:


Unlike other household goods (food or mobile phones), consumers are less engaged with their energy
consumption and have less understanding of what their energy expenditure achieves (i.e. $ per hour of
lighting, $ per degrees Celsius of climate control, $ per km of EV travel).



An intense marketing and education campaign would be required for participants to feel comfortable that
the tariff is fairly allocating cost according to underlying market value.



The alternative approach is to over-signal to get a consumer response which then reduces economic
efficiency.

Historically, simple tariffs have generally been more successful when incentivising energy users to change
their behaviour. As mentioned previously, this reinforces the recommendation that Tariff 2 should be pursued
initially. Tariff 1 can be trialled and developed as energy users become more engaged and educated on the
economics of their consumption.

34

Fuel price transparency and retail industry competition, ACCC, September 2017
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4

Conclusion

Clever and careful design of charging tariffs and their successful implementation represents a significant
opportunity for South Australia to reward EVs for the decarbonisation benefits whilst managing the risks for
small businesses and creating increased consumer choice. The desktop review and study of sample site
data has revealed a pronounced peak energy usage. It’s this existing peak usage that helps make EV load a
real threat to these businesses.
However, the modelling in this report has revealed that time of use tariffs and general energy management
can either redistribute energy demand to a more efficient profile or fairly allocate energy costs to the
underlying demand source (EV owner or site owner). It is important to note here that the pace of
development is rapid for energy technology and the relative economics can reset with minimal notice.
Accordingly, tariff design and broader implementation of EV charging should retain flexibility and be well
positioned to recalibrate.
With a 118MWh average increase in annual electricity use for the average site in 2030, and a share of the
$878 million in annual transport fuel expenditure at stake, the financial incentives for operators to adopt
smart EV charging with pay-for-use models are strong.
Individual site variance

The considerable variety is South Australian accommodation sites means demand management and tariff
design can be uniform in methodology but must be bespoke/individualised in its execution. For instance,
HDD and CDD (which drive heating and cooling loads) impacts each South Australian site and contributes to
a peak usage period, but the timing and magnitude of HDD/CDD varies between regions. A plausible
direction would be to implement a state-wide charging structure but incorporates region and site-specific
data. This is not too far removed from current regional-based pricing for vehicle fuel. Due to additional
transport costs and operational scale, vehicle owners are already use to fuel price variances across the
state. The regional/site variation theme applies to energy management also. Each accommodation site has a
different combination of facilities and service offerings. There are different levels of PV uptake (existing and
potential) and energy management possibilities. There is modularity in many technology options but
ultimately a ~900MWhp.a. site will face different optimisation possibilities from a <100 MWhp.a. facility.
Tariff design is critical but not imminent due to the projected gradual uptake of EVs

Section 2.3.2 presented a variety of uptake scenarios, but a 20% fleet penetration isn’t expected before
~2027 in even the most aggressive scenario and perhaps not until ~2037 if no vehicle targets are introduced.
This is significant as it means there is no imminent large-scale solution required. However, charging
infrastructure is a barrier to EV uptake and therefore should be viewed as an opportunity to accelerate
uptake rates. The different types of economic efficiency discussed in section 3.4 reinforce the broader
benefits of a successful remote charging infrastructure network within regional accommodation. A more
important consideration is that markets and technology will continually evolve before the majority of regional
tourist will be driving EVs. This necessitates that tariff design and implementation retains flexibility and a
resilience to both market fluctuations and technology development. More conclusions with regards to
technology development appear below.
However, this still results in 12% or 1,800 rooms having potential guest demand for EV charging services by
2025. Particularly given that 51% of new vehicles are sold to fleets and fleet operators are likely to be early
adopters of EVs,
Time of use-based charging is required to ‘nudge’ consumers from their existing and projected behaviours.

Demand for accommodation site appliances and EV charging are aligned with existing peak grid usage.
Therefore, sufficient incentives are required to manage and shift this demand into off-peak periods (or solar
sponge periods). However, there is uncertainty as to the efficacy of low/high tariffs: price elasticity of demand
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has been studied at length, but South Australian tourists offer a niche sub-market and there is potential for
quite inelastic demand. People on holidays partition away different expenses in a behavioural pattern known
as mental accounting. Therefore, preferences shift towards overall leisure/enjoyment rather than pure cost
optimisation. This is a potential area of further study, including the marketing/branding of charging tariffs. For
instance, what is the energy demand and vehicle uptake results when penalising EV peak charging versus
say, offering rewards for off-peak charging.
Broad engagement and multi-faceted contribution will improve the chances for success

There is a role for parties not directly impacted by the guest/ accommodation provider relationship.
Governance bodies (including different levels of government, operators and regulators), the energy network
service providers and potential third-party infrastructure providers can all play a role in designing,
implementing and operating EV charging across South Australia’s tourist industry (and regional areas more
generally). If there is sufficient uptake of energy management and designed charging tariffs, then different
groups could form part of the accommodation supply chain, perhaps coordinating the information for
sophisticated charging tariffs, or managing personnel for a standardised energy management assessment.
There is also an opportunity for a new type of service operator here or a related business to move into this
space (gentailers, network operators and charging infrastructure OEMs are plausible alternatives).
Combining implementation across sites will help achieve economies of scale and cost savings.
Technological and market development

The technology involved in demand management, EV charging and even grid stability/security is developing
consistency. Therefore, prudent monitoring of technology trends and hence viability is required to optimise
any EV charging action plan. A key example of this is the cost path for solar PV, small-scale battery storage
and charging infrastructure discussed in section 2.3. There will also be recalibration required due to
technology trends at the grid level (as the various stakeholders grapple with an energy transition that is
pursuing intermittent VRE amidst existing standards of reliability and security). It is also expected that retailer
and network charges will trend towards underlying energy and infrastructure costs. This will continually reset
the payoffs and incentives for demand management and the level of ‘passing on’ costs to EV owners who
charge on site.
The implementation of EV charging for South Australia’s regional accommodation operators gives the state
an opportunity to leverage some key accumulated knowledge and lead one piece of the energy transition
puzzle. With a flexible and dynamic approach to ownership, operatorship and efficient transfer of financial
benefit/cost, there will be a fair and marketable enhancement to both the tourist industry and EV owners
alike.
To provision for projected demand growth, EV charging system integration solutions should incorporate on
site energy management systems that are capable of managing EV loads within the whole of circuit and site
load, including network supply limits; and accept and implement 2030.5 protocol directions (consistent with
AS4755).
In time, the sourcing and integration of EV chargers with ISO 15110 (Plug and charger) capabilities will
provide EMS’s with visibility of EV state of charge. This will provide greater visibility to charge point operators
of the charging requirements of guests within the available service window of their stay, enabling
prioritisation of this service over other loads and support an enhanced customer experience.
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Appendices

Appendix 1 – Overnight Accommodation Electricity
Consumption Literature Review
Desktop research completed for this study found there was no data on SA accommodation electricity
consumption in the public domain. Some sector level information was found at the state and national level,
but detailed electricity demand information was only identified from overseas sources.
Victorian analysis found lighting and cooling account for nearly 50% of a hotel’s electricity 35, which is detailed
in Figure 55. Of these loads, both pool pumping and electric water heating could be scheduled to avoid
contributing to peak demand, which may reduce 30% of a hotel’s peak demand assuming energy and
demand are proportional.

Typical Electricity Consumption (%)

Figure 56 – Electricity Consumption by End Use
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Figure 56 reports hotel electricity consumption by month and shows the expected trend of electricity
consumption being greatest in the summer months due to space cooling, then decreasing by nearly 50% in
the winter months as gas is the primary fuel for space heating. These trends are consistent across the 20042006 span of the available data.

Electricity Consumption, 2004-2006
(MWh)

Figure 57 – Electricity Consumption by Month
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35

This is based on Victorian accommodation, no SA data in the public domain was identified for this study.
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Appendix 2 – Peak Reduction Analysis
The potential to reduce the peak demand of overnight accommodation including future EV charging load
using onsite solar PV and battery storage resources was modelled using the sample of overnight
accommodation sites, guest check-in and check-out times, assumed vehicle battery sizes over time, hourly
solar PV insolation and various optimization algorithms.
The following sections summarise the modelling methodology, key inputs and assumptions and the results.

Modelling Methodology, Key Inputs and Assumptions
Solar PV and Battery Storage

Based on a review of the sample of accommodation sites, it was identified that no sites currently had more
than 60 kW of solar PV installed, and to the best of our knowledge, no sample had onsite battery storage. As
explained in section 2.3, EV charging will increase the total electricity demand of a site significantly.
Therefore, Energeia assumed that the average site installed 100 kW of solar PV and 250 kWh of battery
storage to help minimise costs, far larger than any system presently installed.
The estimated hourly solar PV generation was added to the average site load profile, and Energeia’s battery
optimisation algorithm was applied to optimally charge and discharge given the site load and price structure
of the ToU MD tariff. Essentially, the optimisation algorithm sought to charge when it is cheapest to do so,
i.e., when solar PV generation exceeds site demand, or during times of off-peak rates, while ensuring the
battery was fully charged in time to minimise evening peak demand and associated demand charge.
It should be noted that export charges or limits were not considered as part of this simplified analysis.
Bidirectional Charging

V2G can supply energy back to the grid using the vehicle’s battery when a V2G enabled vehicle is plugged
into a compatible charging station and charging software. It is a technology that is still in its infancy; very few
EVs (e.g. the Nissan Leaf) and EVSE equipment currently have the capability to perform this function.
In addition to technical capability, V2G functionality requires the driver’s permission to operate, and an
assumption as to the level of drivers allowing their vehicles to be used for V2G service must also be made. It
is assumed that by 2030, an average of 20% of EVs parked at accommodation will allow V2G services. In
addition, drivers will need to set limitations on the total amount of battery that may be used, which has been
assumed to be one day’s worth of driving, to ensure that the driver can get to where they need the next day.
Energeia has also considered when EVs would be available for bidirectional charging, based on arrival and
departure data similar to those reported in Figure 16 of section 2.1.2, which implies a lack of availability in
the middle of the day. EVs are assumed to plug-in with 75% of their battery on average, reflecting a mix of
guests arriving for their first night, and those that are returning from touring the area.
The bidirectional charging algorithm targets discharging during peak demand times, further assisting the
rooftop solar PV and battery storage to minimise the site’s peak demand and annual electricity bill under
either the ToU or ToU MD tariffs.

Grid Impacts
Based on the methodology and key assumptions and inputs described above, and assuming that the
overnight accommodation site is already managing their EV charging under a ToU MD tariff, the impact of
the solar PV, battery storage and bidirectional charging is shown below in Figure 57 for the average sample
site, assuming 2030 levels of EV adoption.
The analysis shows that grid consumption in 2030 can be reduced by 33% with solar PV and battery storage
alone, and by 45% if V2G charging is included in the High EV uptake scenario. These results assume that
the energy supplied by V2G is not recovered via the site’s chargers the following day.
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Annual Grid Consumption
(kWh)

Figure 58 – Site Consumption in 2030 by Charging Configuration
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The impact of solar PV, storage and V2G resources on the modelled site’s peak demand are reported in
Figure 58, with total site demand during the peak window (5-9pm, Nov-Mar) falling by 42% in 2030 for the
High scenario with a DER and V2G-integrated charging system. Lower peak demand will reduce electricity
network investment needs and costs over time, which means lower electricity prices for South Australian
electricity consumers overall.

System Peak Demand
Contribution (kW)

Figure 59 – Site Peak Demand in Network Peak in 2030 by Charging Configuration
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The figures below show the modelled impact of solar PV, battery storage and V2G charging on the site’s
load profile by EV uptake scenario. The results show the significant impact that onsite solar PV has on the
net summer peak day profile, as well as the impact of storage and V2G charging on peak demand.
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Figure 60 – Site Peak. Day in 2030 by Charging Configuration (Medium Scenario Left, High Scenario Right)
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Figure 61 – Site Avg. Day in 2030 by Charging Configuration (Medium Scenario Left, High Scenario Right)
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Cost Impacts
While the potential electricity network benefits of offsetting peak EV charging demand with DER and/or V2G
solutions are demonstratable, there must also be a discernible reduction in costs to incentivise
accommodation owners to purchase and install the above DER and/or V2G configuration. The impact of the
above modelled DER and V2G solution scenarios on electricity related expenditure, including electricity bills,
and DER and V2G solution costs, was therefore calculated to determine the financial drivers for using them.

Methodology, Inputs and Assumptions
SA Power Network’s ToU Demand tariff was adjusted to align the annual $/kW of peak demand to SA Power
Network’s reported Long-Run-Marginal-Cost (LRMC), and the other components were adjusted
proportionally to deliver the same annual bill as the unadjusted tariff.
The resulting tariff is shown in Figure 61.
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Figure 62 – Assumed ToU MD Retail Tariff Rates
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Source: AGL, Energeia, note: Tariff Structure reflects SAPN’s ToU Prosumer Tariff

CSIRO’s Central scenario generation price forecasts for solar PV and battery storage, shown in the following
figure, were used in the financial analysis, assuming that the system is installed in 2030. Balance of system
and installation costs were added to the battery price and installation costs and STC rebates were added to
PV costs. Battery and PV costs were then annualised assuming a 20-year system lifetime.
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DER Cost ($/kW|kWh)

Figure 63 – Assumed Solar PV and Battery Storage Costs by Year
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Source: CSIRO (2020), Energeia, note: Battery costs are exclusive of balance of system and installation costs. PV costs
are inclusive of STC rebates

The resulting electricity bills for the average sample accommodation in 2030 by scenario is reported in Figure
63. It is observable that even when accounting for the cost of DER, the average accommodation site would
save 29-30% on their electricity bill in 2030. This would increase to 39% with V2G charging in the High EV
uptake scenario. However, lower uptake levels in the Medium scenario reduce the cost reduction impact of
V2G charging to only a 38% bill reduction.

Site Electricity Cost ($/year)

Figure 64 – 2030 Average Electricity Bill by Charging Configuration and Uptake Scenario
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Source: Energeia, Note: Costs include annualised equipment and installation cost of DER
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Appendix 3 - Additional Information on Overnight
Accommodation Sector Impacts
This appendix builds on the analysis in Section 2.3.2 and discusses the sector impacts regarding energy
consumption, tariffs and network-driven consumer net benefits under different EV uptake scenarios.
The resulting aggregate annual energy delivered to EVs charging at overnight accommodation is displayed
in Figure 64 by scenario. The results show that under the very low scenario, overnight accommodation
guests will use 8 GWh of energy by 2040, i.e. 0.07% of the state’s total energy consumed in 2019-20.
However, with policy action, usage could increase up to 720%, under the High Uptake scenario, resulting in
66 GWh by 2040, 0.56% the state’s total energy consumed in 2019-20.

GWh Delivered

Figure 65 – Annual Energy Delivered by Scenario
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Forecast South Australian electricity system peak demand impacts were developed based on the forecast
number of overnight accommodation guests with an EV over time, and the expected contribution to peak
demand per guest, which was based on the assumed tariff for the site, and associated charging profile. The
results of this analysis are reported in Figure 65 below for the Medium EV uptake scenario. Switching
accommodation sites to ToU MD tariffs that are passed onto customers could save 40 MW of additional peak
demand to the system by 2040.

Additional System Peak
Demand Contribution (MW)

Figure 66 – Peak Demand in System Peak Window by Tariff – Medium Scenario
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Source: Energeia, note: System peak window assumed to be 5-9pm, Nov-Mar

Importantly, the modelling found that EV charging resulted in a net benefit to all electricity consumers due to
an increase in the average utilisation of electricity network assets, including during times of high solar
irradiance. The estimated cumulative net benefit is reported by year and scenario in Figure 66. Unmanaged
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EV charging delivers the highest net cost to the network on a system-wide basis, with the avoided capex
delivered from the ToU tariffs resulting in $8.9m in avoided capex to 2030.

Discounted PV Cumulative
Avoided Costs ($m 2021)

Figure 67 – Cumulative Network-Driven Consumer Net Costs by Scenario
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Source: Energeia, note: Discounted at 5.43%, SAPN’s quoted WACC in 2020-25 Reg Proposal, PV = Present Value

The site electricity bills will also be higher with unmanaged charging. As shown in Figure 67, the sector will
have paid $8.3m less on electricity bills by 2040 in the Medium uptake scenario, if ToU MD managed
charging was implemented unilaterally, compared to unmanaged charging.
Discounted PV Cumulative
Energy Bill ($m 2021)

Figure 68 – Cumulative Accommodation Sector Energy Bill by Tariff – Medium Scenario
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Although network utilisation and peak demand are expected to increase as EVs continue to be taken up and
taken on holiday or work trips, the impact at a system-wide level is expected to be relatively minimal, due to
the size of the sector in the context of the entire South Australian electricity system.
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Appendix 4 - PEV & DR Pilots and Programs
Table 4-A – Key EV Integration Pilots and Programs – Australia

Name

Smart Grid
Smart City
Price
Signals

Region

Sydney, New Castle

Zen
Ecosystems
Behavioural
Program 1
AGL NSW
Demand
Response
Program Residential
EV

Department of
NSW Environment Government
and Energy

SA,
VIC

Sydney

NSW

Zen
Ecosystems

AGL

ACT,
NSW,
QLD, Origin Energy
SA,
VIC

Origin
Energy
Electric
Vehicles
Canberra
Realising
Electric
Vehicle-toGrid
Services

Organisation Year
Year Type of Type of
State Organisation
Type
Started Ended Program Charger

Civic

ACT

ActewAGL

Technology
Retailer

Utility

2010

2014

Pilot

L1 or L2

2017

2018

Pilot

L1 or L2

2017

2020

Impact
Incentive Est. $/
in
Type of
Customers
Level, % Customer
kWs,
Incentive
Enrolled
Cost
Year
% of
Total

Discounted Cheaper
Energy Off-Peak

13

Material

Entered
to win
weekend
getaway

300

$75

14

$647

150

Pilot

L1 or L2
Smart
Chargers

Money

$50 oneoff and
$2/kWh
reduced
from
baseline

Charger

Access to
EV
Chargers

Energy
Company

2020 Current

Pilot

Smart
Chargers

Utility

2020 Current

Pilot

CHAdeMO

51

33%

Event
Opt- Technology
Key Findings
Out Enablement
Rates

ToU tariff

30 kW 0.61 DR Software

25.3
kW

Customers
were
willing to move
their charging to
off-peak times
to exploit offpeak rate of the
ToU tariff
DR is observed
from
individual EV
chargers

Necessary to
install smart
meters in
DR Software
customer
premises to
enable DR
programs
Ongoing –
Seeks to
Smart
understand
Charging,
benefits
VPP
of and barriers
to controlled
smart charging
Ongoing –
Seeks to unlock
the full
V2G
economic and
grid benefits of
V2G services in
Australia
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Table 4-B – Key C&I DR Charging Management Pilots and Programs – Australia
Name

Region State Organisation

Organisation
Year
Type
Started

Year
Ended

Incentive
Est. $/
Type of Type of
Level, % Customer
Program Incentive
Cost
Year

$58

8

$58

Zen
Ecosystems Commercial
Refrigeration

SA,
VIC

Zen
Ecosystems

Technology
Retailer

2017

2018

Pilot

2 movie
Material tickets per
event

Zen
Ecosystems Behavioural
Program 2

SA,
VIC

Zen
Ecosystems

Technology
Retailer

2017

2018

Pilot

2 movie
Material tickets per
event

AGL

Utility

2017

2020

Pilot

Money

AGL NSW
Demand
Response
Sydney NSW
Program Commercial
and Industrial

Impact in
Customers
kWs, % of
Enrolled
Total

Event
OptOut
Rates

Technology
Enablement

Key Findings

0 kW

DR Software

No
distinguishable
DR from
commercial
refrigeration

13

47 kW

DR Software

Large DR
observed from
commercial
HVAC

44

22,000 kW

DR Software

Successful DR
events

Enel X
Demand
Response
Program VIC

VIC

Enel X

Technology
Retailer

2017

Current

Pilot

Money

Availability
Payments
or Energy
Payments

$660

50

32,900 kW

Customers
appeared
unbothered by DR
events
DR, Smart Metering
Around
Christmas,
customers could
not contribute as
much DR

Enel X
Demand
Response
Program NSW

NSW

Enel X

Technology
Retailer

2017

Current

Pilot

Money

Availability
Payments
or Energy
Payments

$1,200

17

20,400 kW

DR, Smart Metering

Ausgrid
Power2U Sydney NSW
Aircon Saver

Ausgrid

Utility

2018

Current
(2021)

Pilot

Money

$100 gift
card

$100

Ongoing – Seeks
to reduce energy
DR Software, Smart
demand from AC
AC, VPP
using signal
receiver
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Table 4-C – Key EV Integration Pilots and Programs – Overseas

Name

California
Smart Charge
EV Program

Amsterdam
V2G Project

National
Research
Council Study
BMW i Charge
Forward

Avista EVSE
Pilot

Electric Nation
EV Charging
Pilot (Price
Signals)

Impact
Event
Incentive Est. $ /
in
Organisation Year Year Type of Type of Type of
Customers
Opt- Technology
Region
Country
State
Organisation
Level, % Customer
kWs,
Key Findings
Type
Started Ended Program Charger Incentive
Enrolled
Out Enablement
Cost
/ Year
% of
Rates
Total
Time of DR
event
Southern
Access to
dispatch did
EV
$647
337
46 kW 50% DR Software
USA
California
California
Utility
2013 2016
Pilot
L1 or L2 Charger
not
chargers
Edison
significantly
impact
participation
V2G allowed
Amsterdam
Access to
increased
The
Energy City
Academic
2013 2015
Pilot CHAdeMO
2
V2G
Amsterdam
V2G
household
Netherlands
Lab
charging
energy
independence
EV drivers
shift charging
Pacific Gas
patterns in
USA
California
Utility
2014 2015
Pilot
35%
ToU tariff
and Electric
response to
price signals
Car batteries
effective at
Pacific Gas
100
Bay Area
USA
California
Utility
2015 2016
Pilot
L1 or L2 Money
$1,540
$1,540
92
6% DR Software
adding grid
and Electric
kW
capacity
Customers
stated DR
Access to
events had no
Spokane
USA
Washington
Avista
Utillity
2016 2019
Pilot
All
Charger
EV
$647
51
49% 15% DR Software effect on
when or how
chargers
they used
their EV
ToU
incentives
were highly
Western
effective in
UK
Power
Utility
2017 2018
Pilot
40%
ToU tariff
shifting
Distribution
demand away
from evening
peak periods
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Summary of PEV and DR Pilots
Australia
1. Smart Grid Smart City Price Signals – Managing EVs via Price Signals
The Smart Grid Smart City trial analysed EV charging patterns, effectiveness of charging forms and
technical impacts on the grid. Results from the trial showed the majority of charging was performed
overnight rather than during peak times to exploit the off-peak rate of the ToU tariff.
2. Origin Energy Electric Vehicles Smart Charging Trial – Managing EVs via Control
Technology
This is a $2.92m project which began in July 2020 to assess how smart chargers may help mitigate
negative grid impacts. Origin will provide and install and not controlled environments to evaluate the
benefits of and barriers to controlled smart charging.
3. Canberra Realising Electric Vehicle-to-Grid Services – Managing EVs via V2G
This is a $6.26m project which began in July 2020 to study how vehicle-to-grid technology can create
opportunities for EVs to enhance grid resilience and energy reliability and security. The project will
see 51 Nissan LEAF EVs deployed across the ACT to test and provide V2G services. The project
aims to demonstrate how V2G technology can provide contingency Frequency Control Ancillary
Services (FCAS) to the NEM.
Studies have shown the most frequently cited barriers to EV adoption are cost and lack of EV
infrastructure. Increasing awareness and education around EVs may also increase the rate of uptake
as one study revealed 23% of people asked to select vehicle brands that sold EVs in AU named
brands that do not have AU available EVs, and 12% of the sample population stated EVs are not sold
in AU.
4. Zen Ecosystems ARENA/AEMO DR Trial - End Use Load Management via DR
Zen Ecosystems, an energy management and solutions company, teamed up with ARENA and
AEMO to carry out a four-part DR program which assessed the effectiveness of DR for load reduction
within 1) EVs, 2) Commercial Refrigeration and 3) Commercial HVAC. The EV sub-programme
showed each person could provide 0.28 kW (32 kW total from the 117 participants) of DR delivery.
There was no distinguishable DR from commercial refrigeration, and the commercial HVAC provided
the largest DR at 47.26 kW, though it is not clear how many participants there were.
5. ARENA NSW RERT Program - End Use Load Management via DR
AEMO ran a DR program with 11 participant companies including data centres, telecommunications,
shopping centres, manufacturing plants, recycling plants, water utility plants and one university
campus. Two DR events were called for two hours each, and over 20 MW were delivered during both
events, indicated successful events.
6. Enel X Demand Response Program in NSW/VIC - End Use Load Management via DR
Enel X initiated a DR program with participants from VIC and NSW to make a combined 50 MW DR
portfolio. Enel X has installed its own metering technology at customer sites to monitor the facility’s
demand and facilitate effective demand response. Two DR events were performed in 2019 with a goal
of delivering 20 MW, and both events provided more (20.4 MW and 32.9 MW), clearly demonstrating
the effectiveness of DR.
7. Ausgrid Power2U Aircon Saver – End Use Load Management via Load Control
Ausgrid has run an air-conditioning load control trial in the Gillieston Heights area, whereby
participants have a receiver installed in their air-con that gives Ausgrid the power to reduce (but not
turn-off) max power of the air-con for 3-5 hours. The program has currently been extended to another
year.
Overseas
1. Electric Nation EV Charging Pilot (UK) - Managing EVs via Price Signals
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Customers were found to shift their charging to off-peak periods when on a ToU tariff, eliminating the
need for networks to manage customer charging behaviour. ToU incentives were highly effective in
shifting demand away from evening peak periods, especially with an app that makes it simpler for
customers to optimize their charging and minimize their cost. Study found that sharp demand spikes
during off-peak periods may need to be managed, either through demand management or through
implementing smart charging technology.
2. Electric Nation EV Charging Pilot (UK) – Managing EVs via Control Technology
One trial in the UK encouraged participants to change their charging settings using a mobile app, and
the participants who used the app achieved greater changes than those who did not.
3. National Research Council Study (US) - Managing EVs via Price Signals
Found customers on a ToU tariff shifted their charging outside of the peak period compared to those
not on a ToU tariff. Study confirmed that EV drivers shift charging patterns in response to price
signals. However, demand spikes immediately following the peak period are observable. These
findings are consistent with the Australian Federal Government funded, Smart Grid, Smart City project
4. California SmartCharge Electric Vehicle Program (US) – Managing EVs via Control
Technology
Through the eMotorWerks cloud-based JuiceNet® platform, MCE is able to deploy a variety of smartgrid capable EV charging stations that can respond to grid load and pricing conditions. By adapting to
real-time conditions, JuiceNet minimizes grid bottlenecks and electricity procurement costs. These
dynamic grid and market capabilities enable MCE to further increase its mix of renewable energy,
helping to grow local economies, reduce overall greenhouse gas emissions, and provide clean and
affordable charging options to its customers.
5. Avista Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment Pilot (US) - Managing EVs via Demand Response
Customers were given the ability to opt out of events through a “DR Event” feature on the EVSP
phone app. When an event is initiated, the customer is sent a message a day ahead of time through
their phone notifications, which they may choose to accept or reject. Customers also have the ability
to set DR default preferences in the app. From September 2018 to July 2019, customers accepted or
“opted in” to 85% of DR events. When surveyed about the impact of DR on daily driving, all customers
stated that DR events had no effect on when or how they used their EV, and overall levels of
satisfaction with the EVSE remained high. Session data backs up these surveys, showing that prior to
DR, EVs would fully charge their battery in 59.6% of sessions, compared to 61.4% after DR.
75% curtailment of EVSE output results in 1.8kW delivered from 4pm to 8pm. When aggregated, the
average load profile from 1,876 DR sessions demonstrated a 49% drop in peak demand compared to
the uninfluenced load profile.
6. BMW i ChargeForward: PG&E’s Electric Vehicle Smart Charging Pilot (US) – Managing EVs
via Demand Response
BMW has enrolled 96 BMW i3 drivers located within the South Bay Area to participate in this pilot. 1
All vehicles are owned and operated by pilot participants who are PG&E residential customers. Once
an event is called, BMW utilizes proprietary aggregation software to delay charging of participating
customers (via telematics embedded in the vehicle) in order to reduce load on the grid. PG&E
leverages the Whisker metering system and Olivine’s online monitoring system to produce real time
baseline calculations in event dispatches, ensuring that the BMW systems can accurately meet the
dispatch requirement.
In total, BMW has participated in 209 Demand Response (DR) events. As stated in Section 1, BMW
was required to provide capacity of 100 kW over an hour-long period. 3 BMW met the performance
requirements for 90% (189) of the events with an average delivered contribution of 20% for the
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vehicle pool and 80% from the 2nd life battery system. 4 A successful event is defined as BMW
reaching 90% (90 kW) of the target (100 kW) load reduction.
7. Amsterdam V2G Project (EU) – Managing EVs via V2G
After two years of running, our calculations with Amsterdam V2G yield the following results:
• The household increased the energy independence or, zero Emission energy autonomy (from
34 to 65% with V2G);
• Solid decline in energy exchange with the electricity network 45% less compared to situation
without V2G;
• Storage size efficiency reaches 93% with 10 kWh storage capacity, this is close to a
maximum storage level, more storage capacity contributes little extra;
• Operational energy losses in storage in DC batteries, and re-conversion when consuming the
energy about 80%.
• Capacity of the battery and the degradation of this after in 2-year time is quite limited (ca. 67%).
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Appendix 5 – Risk Matrix
The likelihood is determined by the commercial and technical feasibility of the proposed solution and
the consequence represents the anticipated outcome as a result of implementing the mitigation
measure.
Table 4-D – Standard risk matrix
Likelihood

Consequence
Incidental - 1

Minor - 2

Moderate - 3

Major - 4

Catastrophic - 5

Medium

Medium

High

Critical

Critical

Likely - 4

Medium

Medium

High

High

Critical

Possible - 3

Low

Medium

Medium

High

Critical

Unlikely - 2

Low

Low

Medium

Medium

High

Rare - 1

Low

Low

Medium

Medium

High

Consequence
Ratings

1 - Incidental

2 - Minor

3 - Moderate

4 - Major

5 - Catastrophic

Almost certain 5

Minor damage or Minor damage or Damage or loss of Extensive damage Destruction or
Implementation
vandalism to
loss of <5% of
<20% of total
or loss of <50% of complete loss of
& Operation
asset
total assets
assets
total assets
>50% of assets
Significant
business targets Significant
Some impact on Significant impact
No significant
not met but
business failure /
business but
on business
impact on ability
operational
interruption;
routine
requiring non
Commercial to achieve
situation
potential for
operational
routine response
Business
recoverable; loss permanent loss or
response can
to continue /
objectives
of business
failure of business
cope
correct operations
functionality /
as a whole
capability
Informal
Outrage from key
Formal complaints
community
Persistent formal
customers/
Social &
from customers,
Community legal
complaints and/or
community
employees/
Community
employees, and
action
negative
complaints
public/
the public
comments / views
stakeholders
Permanent/
Negligible
Extensive
Localised
Substantial
irreversible
ecological
ecological
ecological
ecological
widespread
Environment damage, not
damage, lengthy
damage, easily
damage but able
ecological
requiring
remediation
remediated
to be remediated
damage not able
remediation
process
to be remediated
Policies
discourage EV
Government is
uptake and
Limited
Weak policies
slow to implement
No governmental
focuses on
government
Policy
enable slow EV policies to enable
support for EV
alternative
support for the
uptake.
EVs into the
uptake
transport
uptake of EVs
Australian market
technologies
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Likelihood
Ratings

General
Definition
Is expected in
most
Almost Certain - 5
circumstances;
inevitable
Likely - 4

Will probably
occur in most
circumstances

Possible - 3

Might occur at
some time

Unlikely - 2

Rare - 1

Probability
90% or greater
chance of
occurring
60% - 89%
chance of
occurring

History of
Occurrence
Known to have
occurred
frequently in the
past

Could occur in
exceptional
circumstances

Less than 5%
chance of
occurring

Frequency

Occur within the
next 12 months

Could occur once
per week

Known to have
Occur within the
occurred several
next 24 months
times in the past

Could occur once
per month

Known to have
occurred
infrequently in the
past
Known to have
occurred
Doubtful that it will 5% - 29% chance
infrequently in the
occur
of occurring
past but unlikely
for Aurecon
30% - 59%
chance of
occurring

How soon it may
occur

Occur within the
next 3 - 5 years

Could occur once
per year

Unlikely to occur
Could occur once
within the next 5
in 10 years
years

Rarely occur
Unknown to have
within the next 5
occurred
years

Could occur once
in 100 years
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Appendix 6 – Load Management Cost
Effectiveness
A review of demand management options was completed to assess the potential for South Australian
accommodation sites to reduce energy bills. Generally, demand-shifting (flexibility and time of use
changes) is more complicated than general efficiency initiatives which tend to occur naturally when
appliances are due for replacement with newer more efficient models. Energy efficiency will improve
overall billing and offset any increases created by new EV charging load. However, it doesn’t
necessarily promote better time-of-use consumption that coincides with billing structure. The demandshifting options will face resistance in an accommodation service as guests will not enjoy having some
of their appliance choices limited.
The review has leveraged the following sources:


Desktop review of available demand management options for electricity consumers – current
offers for key technology and appliances



Interviews and reviews by Aurecon electrical engineers including those with experience in
designing and implementing demand management projects for Australian networks.
The table on the following page summarises the demand management options most relevant to a
motel or holiday park owner. Conclusions on cost effectiveness and suitability follow in a
discussion.

A summary of demand management options is shown in the following table before a discussion on
their potential and suitability.
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Table 4-E – Demand Management Options
Appliance & REPS
Code 36

Appliance or System
Type
Low energy efficiency

Single split system air
conditioner
H2C2

Single refrigerator
APP1A
Single dish washing
machine
Single dryer
APP1D
Single television
Single pool pump
APP3

High energy efficiency
Saving
Demand Response
Enabling Device
Demand management
system (compressor
cycling)
Low energy efficiency
High energy efficiency
Saving
Low energy efficiency
High energy efficiency
Saving
Restrict to cold water
washes
Low energy efficiency
High energy efficiency
Saving
Low energy efficiency
High energy efficiency
Saving
Inferred low efficiency
Medium energy efficiency
High energy efficiency
Saving
Demand Response
Enabling Device

Star rating

Power rating (kW)
2

5

Annual consumption
(kWh)
5,508

Annual variable cost
(assuming 75% peak,
25% off-peak) 37
1,850

7
5
1,685
560
0
3,823
1,290
This device assigns control to the energy provider to remotely change appliance output. The devices are relatively
inexpensive (<$500) but raise issues for ‘service’ based businesses such as motels. There is a reluctance to directly
reduce guest comfort for the sake of energy management. Furthermore, the dwelling structure must be suitable (i.e.
sufficient insulation such that preconditioning sufficiently reduces peak period usage)
N/A
2
10

0.1 to 0.2
<0.2

2
10

2 - 2.5
<2.5
NA

2
10

800-2700

280-925

341
42
299
1908
154
1,754

110
10
100
640
50
590

NA

NA

3
1.8
1.2

6,622
2,220
1,805
600
4,818
1,610
2
352
120
10
59
20
293
100
2
1.5
1,025
310
5.5
<1.5
692
210
10
<1.5
264
80
761
230
Unlike the DRED for climate control, guests would not notice pool pump operation if the cycling of the pump still
completed its minimum requirements and health of the water was maintained.
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Appliance & REPS
Code 38

Single hot water system
WH1-4
Irrigation Pump
Behind the meter
VPP1 (if connected to
virtual power plant)

Appliance or System
Type
Low efficiency (electric
storage)
High energy efficiency
(heat pump)
Saving
Demand Response
Enabling Device

Star rating

Power rating (kW)

Annual consumption
(kWh)

Annual variable cost
(assuming 75% peak,
25% off-peak) 39

2

4

10,864

3,640

10

1.5

5,432

1,820

5,432

1,820

Switching from V-belt to centrifugal pumps can yield ~20% efficiency gains. Turbine pumps are potentially another 10% gain. Given variable tariffs of
0.25/kWh, this can mean savings of around $10-15 per ML pumped (so $1,000-1,500 for 100ML of pumping) 40
5kW solar system

5

Battery (Powerwall 2,
13.5kWh)

7

- 7,763

699
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Per NSW Department of Primary Industries ‘ Electric Irrigation Pumps – Performance and Efficiency’, Jan 2015.
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Ideally, both efficiency reductions and demand shifting can be implemented to achieve optimal energy management.
The table above reveals that demand-shifting (flexibility and time of use changes) is more complicated than general
efficiency initiatives which tend to occur naturally when appliances are due for replacement with newer more efficient
models. Energy efficiency will improve overall billing and offset any increases created by new EV charging load.
However, it doesn’t necessarily promote better time-of-use consumption that coincides with billing structure. The
demand-shifting options will face resistance in an accommodation service as guests will not enjoy having some of
their appliance choices limited. Given that climate control is such a large energy use then this conflict becomes a
significant barrier for energy management.
There is potential for energy storage to reconcile these objectives although current payback periods extend beyond
warranty period and expose the owner to considerable risk (in addition to large upfront capital expense). The obvious
technology candidate for demand shifting is storage such as a small-scale battery. However, the capital costs (absent
subsidy/grant) are prohibitive at this stage. For instance, a 13.5kWh Powerwall 2 would require over 5,000 cycles from
the site owner to recover a 16,000 upfront cost (assuming a 25-cent net arbitrage on PV generation stored for peak
usage and subject to only 10% storage losses). This is a 15-20-year payback period before considering any
discounting. Battery storage has major upside potential and should be monitored for future utilisation:


The arbitrage opportunity for wholesale pricing is increasing and this should eventually filter down into retail billing
options. (Daytime pricing and evening peaks pricing are diverging due to VRE capacity buildout)



Beyond individual small-scale battery options, there is reasonable momentum in community battery models and
microgrid configurations. The business models and business operators providing this type of service are still in
their infancy but should be monitored for viability.

Figure 69 – The increase in evening pricing and decrease in daytime pricing (LHS: % of year average, RHS: c/kWh
discrepancy with average)
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Battery costs are expected to decrease over time as the small-scale battery industry continues on its learning
curve and economies of scale are encountered.



There is potential to provide grid support using battery technology although this adds further complication and
additional upfront purchasing for control systems.



Batteries provide additional resilience, particularly for remote locations.

Key conclusions:

The viable demand shift options for a site owner, centre on cycling/pre-loading of heating/cooling appliances and the
programming of pool pumps to daytime hours (if surplus solar exists or the site is a large business consumer) or offpeak periods.
Additional considerations for motel and holiday park owners:


The variety of sites means demand management options are somewhat bespoke- broad recommendations and
viability is difficult. Differences in relative PV capacity, climate and appliance mix will all influence a cost
effectiveness calculation.



An accommodation service provider is also faced with a difficult decision when it comes to some demand
management options. Anything that reduces guest comfort or enjoyment is a deterrent as it interferes with the core
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business of the location. However, pre-loading heating/cooling appliances shouldn’t necessarily reduce guest
comfort, nor should newer, more efficient appliances. Battery storage is a further option to support energy
management without changing guest behaviour although investor payback periods will have to improve relative to
warranty periods.


Energy management will also help to avoid any constraints on site infrastructure (i.e. distribution boards and
master switchboards).



As small or medium sized businesses, motels and holiday parks have insufficient resources to be constantly
engaged with energy decisions and monitoring. Therefore, automated demand management options should
generally be pursued (i.e. ‘set and forget’) after an initial optimisation process.
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